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1
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

'

2
FUCLEAR REGULATORY C"?HISSION

3
'

-------------------
fh *'

4 In the datter of: *

:. ,

a
5 CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY : Dockt.t No. 50-358

3
6 (Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Plant) :

:
7 -------------------

8 Courtroom 805
U. S. Federal Courthouse

9 Sth and Walnut Streets
Cincinnati, Ohio

10

Wednesday, 14 November 1979
11

Hearing in the above-entitled matter was convened,
12

7_ purtuant to notice, at 9:00 a.m.
13

-- BEFORE:
14

CHARLES BECHHOEFER, Esq., Chairman,
.

15 Atomic Safety and Licensing Board.

I c. GLENN O. BRIGHT, Member.

17 OR. FRNK F. HOOPER, Member.

13 APPEARANCES:

39 On behalf of the Applicant:.

20 T307 B. COF20R,JR2,.Esq. and MARK J. WETTEREAHN,
Esq., Co:mr. Moore & Corber,1747 Pennsylvania

21 Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20006.

, . . 22 On hehalf of the Nuclenr' Regulatory Commission:
5,

.x

33 CHARLES A. BARTH, Esq., United States Nuclear
| Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Staff,

g Washington, D. C. 20555.
h
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1 APP 7?ARANCES: (Continued)
2 On behalf of the City of Cincinnati:
3

DONALD B. LEWIS, Esq., Assistant City Solicitor,1

Room 214, City Hall, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202.-

4

On behalf of Intervenor, Miami Valley Power Project:
S 1

I
JAMES FELDMAN, Esq., and TAWN A. FICHTER, Esq.6

216 East Ninth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
7

~

On behalf of Intervenor Fankhauser: .

JOHN D. WOLIVER, Esq., 550 Kilgore Street,
Batavia, Ohio 23:103
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1 Pgggggglggg
dspl

2 CIIAIRitAN DECIIIIOEFER: Good morning ladies and
f.,

3 gentlemen.

4 We regret the late start this morning, but we

5 do not have a court reporter; for the time being we are

6 going to be using Channel 12's tapo recorders so we can say

7 that the HRC depends for its operation on the good will of'

.

Channel 12.g

9 This morning the board will be sitting as a quorum,

which we are permitted to do; Dr. Hooper will not be here10

until early afternoon.gg

We ar
12 here to take or continue limited appearance

statements.g

I have a list of people. The persons who are making

statements should do so at the front podium; I will deliver

this tape recorder down to that podium because, apparently,
,

the range is not too great as to what is picked up.

As we mentioned before, the limited appearance

statements do not constitute evidence as such, but they make

us aware of problems which may need to be

answered. They also -- if any of those problems are raised,

22 ,I
we may ask 'the applicant or the staff to provide answers

N throughout the course of the hearing.'

-

23 : ,
'

Normally, we ask the limited appearance -- persons
- 24 j;
L who are making the limited appearance statements t.4 try to

2|i| 1430 0 <
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dsp2
3 be fairly brief and to limit ycur statennts to five minutes,

I if possible.

k~
111th that, I think the first person on the list --3

'

|,

f 's 4: I hope she's still here -- is Paulette Meier.
\ 't

3h LIMI'IED AFFEARANCE STATEFENT OP

PAULE'3"rE MEI2R f3

iMS. MEIER: Okay, my name is Paulette Meier. I'm j.,

3 a resident of Cincinnati, cnd I am opposed to the licensing

of Zimmer Nuclear Power Plant.g

I'm worried about my safety in the event that

that plant goes online.

I have done a lot of reading on the matter. I've

read Dr. Sterngloass's (phonetic) report from the Millstone
13 h4'

I reactor in Connecticut. I'm concerned.o

I have a history of cancer in my family, and my
-

I father died of cancer. My -- all of my mother's sistersla |
! have died of cancer. I am worried about cancer, and therefore

17[
in light of some of the studies that I've read, I am concernedja -'i

19 .f about this plant and the increase of cancer in the city as
)
i a result of it.

29 l'
i,

9 IIouever, today I would like to read a statement
!!21

22 [i that comeone else wrcte who couldn't be here because she hadi

( to work. And I think there's probably a lot of people today,

23 jj
M that would like to be here but can't because they're

24Q' working.
,

'
25 l,

', I would urge the Commission to think about having
,

j
-

il
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dsp3 1 an evening session where we can get a decent turnout at
.

2 these hearings. '

O,
3; I know hundreds and hundreds of people in this

_ |
'

/. cit that are q) posed to this plant, but they just cannot get'
+

-

5
.

off work at this time. And I would -- I would urge for

9 another evening session.

I
/e . When I was given the chance to speak to you about

i

3| my concern regarding nuclear power, I paused. I asked myself:
,

9 is it worth the effort?

10 Let me tell you why I wondered. The AEC was

:! > disbanded because there was an obvious conflict of interest

u between the desire to. pronote and a responsibility to

3 u control.

'
34 Numerous situations proved that safety was put in

15 the background in the interest of promotion.

.

33 The NRC was to be the watchdog for public

17 safety. They were set up to listen to the public and

10 examine suggestions, complaints as - .of the non-nuclear

gg |- world.
)

20 Upon examination, it seems -- it comes out that

y; cost of the people on your Commission have in fact close
-

22 ties with the industry. It also comes to light that pu

-(i 3[ have never denied an application to operate.
-.

q

-

g;y This would seem to say that once the building permit
;;

V ~g ; was granted, a plant eventually would exist no matter what,
: ,
ti
4
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dsp4 1 subsequent information would come to light -- earthquake,

. 2 faults, poor construction, lack of need, public opposition,
k.m

3 facts arise from public health records, short cmings in the

4 redundant safety systems.

5 No problems brought to you hava been sufficient

6 to have an operating license refused.
,

t

7 There is reason Lo question whe.ther you really

8 are interested in hearing what people really want to say:

9 why are none of the health factors allowed as a basis for

10 intervention?

11 Is the life of the industry so important to you

|2 that no a:atter how serious our questions or comments are,

!3 you vill only react to protect the industry? Is human life

' '

the most important concern to you? It is to us.14

;3 Can you hear that?
.

1G The Presider?'s Commission on Three Mile Island

;7 seemed to arrive at these same kinds of conclusions regarding

;g your past performance in protecting people's lives. They

gg recommended that the NRC be dissolved and a new agency'

20 be formed, one without ties to the industry.

|
2; I personally am not sure tht it is possible

a to form such a group using current govern:r.ent representatives

i
_-

20 and Congress people.

24 I, nevertheless, urge in light of the recommendations

f the Kemeny Report that these hearings stop until a decision23 i

*

1430 ,3,30
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dsp5 1 has been reached for acting on the Kemeny Report.
.

2 Thank you.

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Lora Whito.

/ '\
\ ) 4 LIMITED' APPEARANCE STATEFENT OF LORA WHITE

I,

6[ MS. WHITE: Good mornino' Thank you for letting me.

1

4[ a[ peak this mornity, althougb.I guess I feel -- I echo soms

7 of the sentiments that she made earlier about whether or not

a ic would do any good.

!9 I guess if we all had that feeling, no one would
.

10 be speaking at all.

;; At any case, what you see before you is a small q

g! group of people. They're not very threatening, but there are
~

|manymore, and there will be hell to pay before this thing
'

s -) 33

g

1J is over with.

15 What I want to ask is -- or say is I think we're

g, asking the wrong questions in this issue.
:

| We're talking about whether it's technically --
11.

l'
g; whether the Ziraner plant or any other plant meets technical,

il

3 y specifications, whether or not economically it's a good
p

jgj idea to proceed with more nuclear reactors.
h,

i
i That's really not the question we ought to be<y
d..

,,,{j asking; we cught to be asking why we are doing it at n'1,

C_ -
. ,

q
why has this been allowed to continue at all.g

The health hasards are obvious. I know you've |_ g
,. o

#
1j heard all this before, but at some point this is going to;

,
-

,

ti
r
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Idsp6 make sense.

2
There are cancer risks. This -- thi whole, s

3 proliferation of nuclear reactors did not come out of human

4 need, as you know. I could talk about the military and
-

5' the -- the masste ecortomic benefits -- as they're called --

6 the guilt the we may have for dropping bombs in World War II.
,

I
7

| These things aren't really talked about too much. I
~

,

9 think we feel uncomfortable with them.

9 Even Three Mile Island, which wasn't supposed to

10 happen -- it was considered impossible before the incident.

11 It was -- I guess it was kind of a modern day Titanic.

12 That upset people for awhile, but I think now we're

' }
11, beginning to sort of forget about it. It didn't happen here.

s /
14 It was the other guy.

15 We_ won't knew probably ever how that affected those
.

1G people. The health studies that have been done have been

17 2 very limited and because of the transient nature of that

IC population there, we probably won't ever know how that

19 affected them until another one happens, perhaps.

20 i And if you and I figure we don't live in a low
i
I21 population zone -- I don't. I'm a recident of Cincinnati --
!

22 ' but .I don't live near the power plaint, and -- at Moscow.

23 ; And I just figure, well, that's tough luck for those people,,

,

,M i too. I

li
/ 25 II, But the point is, it's tough luck for all of us,

p 3

e . , - -

\ ,, \ J-
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dsp7 1 really. Maybe we won't be able to get away to Florida

2 or a failout shelter if such a need arisec.

3 There'aren't any current evacuation plans for that.

s 4 area. I think that problem needs to be addressed. I'm -

)

5 g not making a very legal or a very technical discussion here,

6 but I think you will have plenty of that later.

7 Although there are many instances of non-cenformance

.

8 at the Zimmer plant, the control rods, for example -- also

9 something which may not be brought up is the wind direction --

;o not toward the phnt but away from the plant in the direction

I
;3 { of the city.

12 And it's - it''s almost as though it was planned

to affect the greatest number of peopla. The Moscowg ,

p ; Elementary School is the nicsest public building to the

.]

15 || plant, which I find kind of interesting. Those are the

'

m st vulnerable people involved.16

'
I admit the idea of a nuclear plant is very

37

seductive. We do need energy. We do need new sources of13

3g energy. I think this Iranian situation is particularly

highlighting that issue.20

h I think if everything worked according to plan,g
;

to what the scientists had laid out, a nuclear plant would be I'

y ,3

| |
~~

a fantastic idea. But the point is though that we're dealing Ig

with human beings.y
. ;

] We make mistakes. We have made mistakes. And. , .

'
.

i
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'

t' that's if they're unintentional. If they're intentional,I

( t,p8 2| we have a much greater problem. And I think there is a~ . .

3 N, definite risk of terrorism in our future; it's not so
,.

I
j 4, unlikely.

5 I don't need to even go into how -- how bad

13 ' or how massive that could be.

7 Gentlemen, you have the power to delay indefinitely

d the Zim:ncr plant or any other plant. I don't know why

9 you're not doing it.

10 , You know what the dangers are. Obviously, you

i1 . have tal:ged -- many people have talked -- there have been a
great man \y- things written.g

~

'g But then there are the Con Edison's, the CG & E's,
,/ 1

14 big business. I Is1.ize- those things are important. But

g really no periton of good conscience -- including yourselves --
.

g
.

should condone the proliferation 6Z. nuclear reactors. I

l
37 ; You do have a choice. All you have to do is say :

1.

gj If you must continue with the heavy metal technologyno.

li -

gg y that we're doing, go solar. I

|
!

20 'l'his is a viable alternative. It, too, can be jg .

g fitted into big time tec:ulology. Not only can you not

. i
'

,g j fool mother nature, you can 't fight it; nature wins 'very,

( !
s time.g

e
I

\
. ., , a It's up to us if we want to work with it or. . , -

lj against it. je'g.,

|y
1/30 037 !'
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'
J

dap9 *l Don't play craps with our futures. That's what

h 'If I'm asking, and I think that's what a lot of other people
t

*j 1re _A i: Have some guts. Say no. You will be applauded
,

AY and you'll probably sleep better. ,

, '[
3 Thank you very much. I

3

5 ~(Applause.) I

'T CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Joy Stephens.
'

LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF3

JOY M. STEPHENSq !; ,

o

e

,g [| MS. STEPHENS: My name is Joy M. Stephens, and ,

t

i I'm a resident of Cincinnati, and I'm opposed to the
,,
,e ;

} operating license for the Zimmer Nuclear Plant in Moscow. 3

'
,
,

if I grew up in the region and I have lots of '

n !! .
t

:l friends and family that IIe there.
*-\

i

I f. |f- |
'
.

So for me, it's a very emotional and tryingl .

. O N|
\ experience knowing that their lives are going to be in ,

,

.1 -
2 danger.

I :
,

d It's very upsetting for me to sit here and look
* p, .

in ;j at you and know that you two men who live so very far ,

(,

j, away from any danger should have the power to decide anything |
20 j>i ,.

that would affect the lives of so many innccent people,<

.c .
,

if people who have no voice in the matter at all.
,

20. : |-

I But you sit there and license that new plant ,

Ty |
' '

D'* N[
that is going down now. ;

,

h,i And I' den't know that thero's any plant that !
s

,5 :j. i.
-

f hasn't had at least one small accident that has happened. > ,

1/30 038 :[i i
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p' ~ y 1 And you think of the~ thousands of millions of
I

2 }I people -- they may eventually come up with cancer because,

3 of the decision that you have made. I don't know how you

4 can live with yourselves..

5 I am a young mother who has had great anticipation

S of also being a young grandmother, but it doesn't look to

7 il me like my children are even going to have a chance to grow
1

3 up in an~ environmentally safe home the way I did and the
f

9 ! way you did.

10 And I don't even know if my grandchildren are

n going to be born alive. And I know that perhaps we are said

;2 to ho very emotional people, but it's a very emotional and

'|
.

;3 trying thing. And I hope that 30 years from now you're

alive to see what's happened and can live with it.y p
g, '| (Applause.)

'

I

g CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Jane Sullivan?

;7 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF
f

gh SISTER ALICE GERDBMAN
!!
j SISTER GERDEMAN: I'm Sister Alice Gerdeman. I am,e

.y
7,c the principal of an elementary school in Newport, Kentucky, ju:yt

8

!' across the river fron Cincinnati.. . .

a. ; ;
'

p For the last six months, I have been studying the

g{ issue of nuclear power because it has concerned me greatly, f
h

3,, r, being in charge of children each day.

I'm particularly concerned about the danger to Ig
.i

l,i,
-

! .

'
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depil 1 their health and to my asn.

I All the evidence that I have reached -- read so far3b'
3 says to me that uhat we are doing or what M & E proposes

) 4 to do at Moscow, Ohio is andangering the lives of.all of

5 those children.

G There does not seem to be any evidence that
.

7 radiation is good for people, and there also does not seem
,

8 to be any evidence that it is possible to run a nuclear power
I

c plant without increasing radiation in the a ea. I am -

10 particularly concerned not only about the physical needs of

11 these children, but also about their' emotional needs.

I

12 i It is my experience of being an educator for
I .

13 15 years, seven years of which have been in administrating-

i
'

14 a school, that when children are exposed to some kind of a

15 | trauma, it stays with them for a 1cng time.

.

15 Just a fire drill is a traumatic experience to a

i

17 child who has been burned.

18 Blasting in our particular area where there are a

39 lot of construction going on right now has been traumatio
1

y, | to some of our chi'dren because they know of the dangers to

their own homes and safety and the concerns of their21 i

i

n parents.'

3g It is -- so far, statistics prove that every
,

l nuclear power plant has accidents. Therefore, Moscow will.g
~

l
have an accident also. And when that time comes, it willJ gj

f not only ce the fact that we will have a trauma at that
a

,

li
d

1430 0:10
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i

dsp12 point, but that this will stay with people for a long,. j

'3 lo g time.L g n

And there vill be added fear in the lives of many
3

(m1 people.' . 4 4

5 While the school that I am the principal of is

not within the three milo or the 10 nife limits, it is6

directly down-draft -- the wind draft - .from where the-

I m.

nuclear pon r plant is..

3
t.

This also seems to me a very weighty consideration.g

While I am opposed to all nuclear power, I am particularly
"

g

5 oppoced to the Zimmer plant because of its location. Puttingg

a nuclear power plant in an area where the main wind drafts

do directly over highly populated areas, seems to me to,

/ ,3s .

be an entirely foolish way to handle a situation.

At the present time, there is no evacuation plan
-

la_ j

at all for Kendall County, Ohio -- Kendall County, Kentucky,

or if it is, it is completely secret.

No school administrator that I am acquainted with

has been in any way consulted as to ' t we would be ableg

t'o handle the fact of having children in our presence while

thero may be a nuclear accident occurring.

The water supply which we all depend on goes

directly past the Moscow plant; we could easily be killed or

- we could not immediately, but over a period of time become
s, ,>j

very, very ill. e

25
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dspl3 i And there is nothing we can do about it. There is

() 2 a lot that.you can do about it, and this morning I ask you
3 to do that, to think abcut those children, the concerns that

f 4| they have for their physical and emotiotal stability and( ,'

5 not to license this plant.

6 (Applause.)

7e CEAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Robert Kreimer?
h

8' I might add that applause is not appropriate for

9 a courtroom.

10 David Kreimer?

11 LIMITED AP?EARANCE STATEMENT OF

12 i DAVID RREE4ER

13 MR. IGEIMER: I welcome -- I'm David Kreimer, and
/

!4 I welcome the opportunity to be able to address a few words

15 to this board..

1s I live, statistically, according to the Weather

17 Bureau, I live about 15 minutes downwind from what the

ta Weather Bureau says the wind always blows. I live in

19 ; downtown Cincinnati.

20 I am taking this opportunity to be able to ask you
i

21 gentlemen a certain number of fundamental questions. It

22 (q has to do with what you're empowere.1 to be able to make the
'

~

23 J decision over.

]l Now, what we're talking about is a question ofn
'

3 risk. Now, there is a law called the law of risk, and the '

fi

1430 0<12
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dspl4 1 law says that the amount of return that you're going to get

(_ 1 from a risk will have to be proportionate to the amount of

3 risk that you take.,

/ i

( 3, I
' 4 ! In other words, you're not going to bet a million.-

I

5 dollars if you stand at 100 to one odds -- if you stand to
f

5 i make only another million do11arn.
l

7 You're not going to bet a buck at 100 to one odds

|
8* just to maka another dollar; you're not going to do it.

9 The only tirte that you're going to get a million dollars for

to 100 to one odds if maybe your reward might be a billion.

'!! You know. That's the question of risk.

12 Do you understand what I'm saying?

.3 It's a law; it's called the law of risk and

14 probability.

13 No wise decision making person on any board.

16 sitting anywhere on any council will disregard this risk,

17 and I'll tell you -- I'll tall you that the risk that we
r

;g i are involved with is -- is so fundamentally important that
|

19 ! there is no amount of reward that we can be promised to

20 j make the risk work. We're talking abcut catastrophic
!

g; destruction of a lifestyle as we know it.

22 That's my point, and ultimately I think that
|

k- .

is what everybody he.re is sitting around asking. It ain'ti23
I

34 [ worth it.
J

'
25 17 hat wc're talking about is the potential

i

I

1430 0113 i
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dsp15 I catastrophic destruction of life as we know it. I mean -

you know -- 4e can sit up there and say all these --- all2
g
v ,

3 theso theusands of peopic will prove to us the this cannot

4 happen.
, ,

v
S Bun -- you know -- these thousands of people have|

T,

S been wrong so many thousands of times before that it may --

7 it may -- you think that there's something more Andamental

8 here, and that is that that it isn't 1000 people who are

9 right.

10 It's not a question of 1000 people being right;

11 it's a question of one person being right or just five or l

- 12 10 people being right.

n And I think that the proponents of the dismantling

14 of this plant wero right because it's not worth the risk.
!

15 It's not worth it.
.

16 There's a few more things I'd like to say, but

17 fundamentally and ultimately that's what we're all talking

:sI about.
|

39 It ain't worth it.

|
2C . Getting back to the subject at hand which is why - 1

! I

g; |!
why you gentlemen sitting on that board might like to |

! |n j' consider what I havo to say, and part of this is the idea j
i i

'
I of Murphy's Law.33
:

I; Have you heard of it?
3; Il ,

j
| Well, I don't know if you're in a position to be f25 ,

a
N I

'

.

!! }
!! } 4 } |) II 4 k I -
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'

dspl6 1 able to contest to a question put to you, but I would

2 Venture to say that you indeed heard.of it, and Murphy's(
3 Law says that if anything in the system of the cosmos can

4 go wrong, from the human point of view it will.

5 Okay? .

6 Well, everybody so far has mentioned that every

7 power plant that's been designed with all the safeguards

a and redundancies that are involved in it have still gone

9 wrong. -

10 And so we're not quite -- we're not going to say

11 that, oh, what's happening here is just a small factor. What

12 We are saying is that there's a risk here that's even so

g3 small tha' -- that what will happen will be catastrophic.

3a I'm not sure if I made that point entirely clear+

to you.
,

15,

,

p But I'm saying that even if the risk is that
16

i
small, you still cannot make an affirmative decision to go

,' ahe d and license this plant.
17

a
18

*

Now, going back to other areas involved with,

10

,' Murphy's Law, you know, we're tdking about -- we're talking
20

about American's need for power.
21

[ Well, I think that's ridiculous. We've got too
22,

much. We've got too much. We squander it. We -- it's,

- 23
' so useless to us that we can leave lightbulbs burning all the
'

i 24
time. I don't think that'e very American -- you know.,

'
25 '

Most of our people came over here. We were poor. Most of

1630 045
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dsp17 I our people -- I'm -- you know - most of our ancestors,
2 if we're not Indian -- American Indians -- then we came()
3 from a different placo -- you know.

4 And those people made this country great not

5 because they squandered things, but because they wre

6 hard working and they saved things very carefully.

7 l's only now in the last 20 years -- 50 years --

3 20 years, more specifically, that we have indeed mastered the

9 question of production -- you know.

10 This is involved with the atomic power plant to

31 the extent tha -- wo have sufficient capability now to

12 generato all the power that we need for X number of years

13 with existing types of technologies.

14 And then when we start talking about new techn)1ogies,

15 we don't know what we're talking ajalt. For example, anything
.

16 that's as safe as we might think like burning coal or

17 burning gasoline -- right?

18 You kn w , everybody says that's all right you

know? Well, back in the fifties it was all right.19

20 But now -- but now, and this is 1979 -- and the

21 p int is -- is that our environment is ruined. There's --

22 every lake in the northeastern part of the Unital States

b is dead of aquatic lifo, and the reason is -- is23

24 because all of this -- these sort of nitrous oxides and
.

, , _ ' from gasoline -- and the sulferoxides from coal productica- .o
I

,

f
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i

| dspl8 1 have turned into the most -- the most powerful
2 acids that we know of: nitrous acid and sulfuric acid. These

.

) ,

3/ sulfuric acida are going into the air and the prevailing

Q j4 winds b' low northeast, at which time all these acids laying

N5 ,down in these lakes in the northeast -- and the result is

5 j that the -- that the acidic contents of thaso lakes is
i

7 i such that all aquatic life is dead or dying.

8 It is the most scious environmental issue

o that we have going for us. It is a very new issue. And

10 then how many people are aware of it -- you know? How many

1I people?

12 Well, you're going to be hearing from it. I'm

13 talking about questions of technology. And these are
'

14 technologies that we's been using for thousands of years:

13 coal, petroleum, carboniferous power.
.

16 And yet lock at the problems that we are now just

17 becoming aware that exist, namely the death of all - or

18 at least a key section of the environmental cycle.

19 And so I wocid like you to keep that in your mind

20 when you start thinking about new technologies that everybcdy
.

21 knows there are tremendous risks involved with, namely

22 radioactiveness, plus -- plus just being blown kingdom come
I
'''

23 .or getting melted into plasga.

p Well, there's a couple of other things involved

25 with technologies that we have not been able to answer the
,

\ no 0:\7 -
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dsp19 1 questions to -- but -- but in part have determined that we

( 2 ought to go slow on.

3 And one is the question of manipulation of
4 genetics -- genetics -- you know -- changing genes. You know,

5 I what are we going to creato with a mutant like this -- you
|

6 .' know?

7 We don't know.
i

a And yet there has been recommendations, very

9 strong recommendations that these -- very careful controls

10 are put on this sector of science, just as chemical

11 Warfares or chemical manipulations in the environment

12 having to do all the way from just what to put on your

13 plants to kill the bugs to what kind of -- what kinds of

14 bombs we're going to make to drop on the other people to,

838ure15 our own survival; nervo gas, I'm talking about.,

16 But getting back to nuclear - nuclear problems
,

is that - . is that it's potentially much more powerful37 ,

L
33 issue than any of these I've just talked about.

)g What I've talked about took 2000 years to -- tio --
'

20 I E9an AS far as the petroleum and the coal burning; it

took 2000 years for us to be aware that there is a fragility21

I

22 of mother earth and that we have to be careful how far
'

y we proceed.
i

y And then when you talk about the nuclear -- the

nuclear situation is that every person who is involved with.x I
,

;

,
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dap20 1 the development of the atomic bomb on the Manhattan Project,

2 lived the rest of his life in remourse.
-.

3 It's - it's -- it's the old Pandora's box --

4 you know. We cannot open it. We -- there's no need to go

5 through with this technology because there are too many

S questions involved with it; we can afford and wait for a

7 new type of technology that does not --

8 (Recording interruption.)

9 The next point I wanted to hing up was the

to idea that in any kind of investment if you're sure that

11 the investment is not going to -- is not going to go on,

12 you know, there's a point in continuing on riding a dead

13 horse.g.
'

14 There is a law in economics that you do not throw

9 dmoney after bad. The money that's invested in Zimmer15
.

16 and all the rest of the nuclear pour plants is bad money.

17 There's no point even investing another dime in it.

f8 It ain't worth it.

19 And if I can do anything I can, it's not,goim to

3 happen.

21 Now, if I'm not -- actually, I'm really not sure

22 if it is currently or not, but it was a fact that Neil

23 Armstrong was on the board of - board of directors for

2/ Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company.
.

g Now, if he -- we don't have to ask the man from-

'

1430 M9
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dsp21 ! the moon whether in fact his brand of technology is what,

2{ is good for us.- 3

3 j .He could be wrong. The question -- the ques' tion
i

A. 4 that we have is that if we're in error on this question is(
3 that it is going to be half a million years before we're

G going to be able to seek for the answer because that's the

7 | kind -- kind that we're talking about.

Ife're talking about half a million years as far8

9 as being able to absolve ourselves of this potentially,

10 fundamentally wrong question -- wrong decision that could
.

11 be made.

12 I urge you gentlemen that from -- from the-

! sta dpoint of risk to reward is that the - the osntheationn
_

g3

'
,. 14 of nuclear power plants is not a viable question.
t

j3 And I thank you for your time and I hope I didn't

;g take too much of it.,

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Marilyn Bossman.37

;3 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OP

19 MARILYN, BOSS N-

| 20 MS. BOSSMAN: My name'is Marilyn Bossman, and I'm
'

|
21 a school teacher, and I brought my class here today so they

| could see - quote, unquote - " democracy in action."22
i'
'L

23 - Because I'm a school teacher, I can't help but look
j;

i
g at the world through a school taccher's perspective. One

25 thing a school teacher has to do is empathize - try to
,

,
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' dop22 1 empathize with his or her students te much as possible,

2
{- try seeing thingc from a child's and -- or a teenager's

3 point of view.

(~'. 4 So what I thought I did ~~ what I thought I would

5 do is try to imagine what a child, Jay a first grader, might
i

5
| think about nuclear power and nuclear weapons because in
.

7 rrf mind those two things are synonymous.

8 Children come from different places and to get a

9 resi good perspectivo on this, I thought I might try to

10 c4tpathize with a child of, say, the inner city, and also-

11 one from the country, say, Moscow, Ohio or St. George, Utah

12 where bcmb testing took place in the fifties.

;3 Lot's look at how a child might look at low level

14 or high level radiation. You can't see it. You can't

13 feel it. You can't taste it.
.

16 A firct grtder haa a hard time relating to this

17 | because that little first grader depends much on tactile

18 senses.
.

13 Kids havo vivid imaginations, but imagining

20 l radiation is hard, almost impossible. When kids can't

21 i see things, they usual 2y imagine the worst. That's why

children 111ving around'Three Mile Island are still suffering22
I
'-

23 frcm nightmares.

24 That's why St. George children wilo grew up in
,

25 | the fifties are having psychological trauma. And that's ,
1
-

.
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why the kids in Mor. cow, Ohio, are still wondering what's1

dsp23
2 going to come out of that cooling tower.

3 Perhaps the NRC should publish a manual for
4p: 4 children on the aspects of high and low level radiation.

5 Let's take'the case of accidents. In the case of an,

!
accident, what happens in a first grader's imagination6 g

i

|I when he or she is told that there has been a nuclear7

e accident?

9 Better yet, what happens to a child in the
M

10 scow Elementary School who hears of an accident and

this child's parents can't come to the school to get that11

12 child?

13 Such was the case in Three Mile Island when the
'

(4 kids wara left stranded at school hours after the accident
15 because their parents, A, did not have a car to come and

.

get them, or B, were unable to come and get them because of16 i

17 their jobs. ~

.g It must have been a horrifying experience'for that

.g child in that position. The train that the government sent

20 to - quote - " collect these children" -- unquote - and

finally their unfortunata parents came much later.21

22 S I p se these questions to NRC staff: what areb
23 y u plans for the children of the world? Is it because,

24 they have few rights under the law? Is it because they
i

g don't provide capital gains for big cremanies? Is it becaUse '

1/30 0!s2
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dsp24 1 they don't know the meaning of low and high level
''

radiation that the children must suffer -- mutr sufferC
firstandhoremost?3

4p. CHAIRMAN BECUHOEFER: Ronald Applegate?

5 . LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OP

6 RONALD APPLEGATE

7 MR. APPLEGATE: My name is Ron Applegate, and I'm

8 a resident of Cincinnati.

9 The big question which always arises in my mind

10 in observing these hearings so far is on what sort of

11 basis is the ultimate dectision made by the Commission as to

12 whether or not to license Zimmer No. 1.

13 So I would like to address this morning a couple

14 of issues which I think are crucial in that final
15 determination, the issues of safety or economics.

16 My own feeling is that there are many problems-

17 with the present way in which the commission determines and

je regulates the safety of nuclear power plants.

19 For one, I think the risk asJessment method of

20 analyzing safety is full of serious questions, and there

21 are only three federal agencies which actually use that

22 method to determine safety, although many agencies use it

23 in their calculations.

u I think the issue must be and has finally begun

25 ,a to be raised by the Office of Technology when they have
o

ji } Q O ) )
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j dsp25 1 commissioned a study which is entitled " Risk to Humankind."

2 So the issue has finally reached the appropriate level,bq
3 that humans must be the ultimate consideration and the
4 policy should be no risk whatsoever.

5 I also think there is a serious problem with the

I
6 way in which at present emergency evacuation plans are

7 not even required for original siting approval.

8 I think that we must closely tie these two factors

9 together until it can be demonstrated by the utility that
to they can evacuate the area around the plant, that approval

11 for siting should not be given.

12 And of course this is very disturbing when we

13 r
.

ealize that all of the plants in operation today
;a or all under construction, such as Zimmer, have not operated

'

13 According to this particular method. In fact, as we .all
.

10 know, we're still trying to get an adequate emergency

17 evacuation plan for Zimmer 1.

53 Further, I would mention that there is no

19 monitoring of the low population zones during the life of

20 the plant. Therefore, there's no way of ensuring the -

21 ability of the utility to meet the actual goal behind the

22 low population zone concept, which is an area which can

23 feasibly evacuated.

24 I don't know whether this is divine intervention or

25 just the usual technology.

(Laughter.)
. .
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dsp26 I I think that these particular problems

2 definitely call into concern -- into question the Commission's
3

. concern for our safoty and I think that the Commission should

O 4 begin to address them.

Moredisturbinginthisregard,It5 ink,however,5

G is the history of the definition of safety which has
7 existed under the Atcmic Enargy Commission and now the

S Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

9 As a historian, I have begun to investigate this

10 history, and I find it a rather frightsning oner what I

11 think is most surprising is that the basic assumption

12 underlying this entire history since 1945 has been this:

23 the farther away a person is from a reactor, the better.

14 In other words, there is no safe place when the

15 products of fission are reloaced. And we can sea originally
.

1,3 that this assumption was put to work when the first proving

17 grounds by the government were established in Idaho for the

1 53 construction and operation of nuclear reactors.

;9 Yet since the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, which

23 began to promoto the commercial ownership and operation of
i

21 nuclear plants, the only time that this assumption has

22 actually affected policy has been after an accident.

L
33 ' For czanple, in 1961 when the SI-1 reactor

3; ! exploded -- and I'm using the word of the industry hero, not!

23 making it up -- exploded and killed three people, the
. ,

TC50 n55 i -

-
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idsp27 1 following month the Atomic Energy Commission put forth a '

2 regulatory guide which became law the following year in,

~

3 1962 -- this, by the way, was the first official regulations
4 we ever had on where plants should be located.

5 And in this particular law was first enunciated the
6 low population zone concept . And even this is hardly
7 reassuring; it simply introduced the idea that in the

immediate vicinity - and this is usually an area under8

three miles -- that thoro had to be a way of evacuating9

to people quickly in order te guarantee their safety.
11 Again, what I think is disturbing is that the

basic assumption which was enunciated throughout this12

period, that there is no safe place, was disregarded and13

'-

14 the military concept -- and I dcn't want to be over-dramatic

here, but it is what the 1cci population zone is based on15

.

1G historically - is a kill zone.

17 People within this particular area are considered
18 to have no great chance. Their idea behind the 1962 code
19 was simply to keep reactors from being too close to large
20 population centers, but as was used in the aw w t at the

time, there ure a number of advantages for rural reactors.21

One was the fact that the disperr,a1 could be hopefully more22

( contained in a rural araa.23

24 But ultimately the major reason -- and this is from

the industry itself -- is that in a rural area you have fewer25s

,
s

9
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dep28 people intervening in Commission hearings.
_. 2

. The only significant move toward a change since
3

this 1962 law has of course been recently;in the wake of
4

Three Mile Island this year, the Commission has established
5

j a siting policy task force trhich released their report in
G I

August.
7

And according to this report, once again we find
8

this underlying assumption resurfacing. They have
9

recommended abolishing the low population zone - and
10

samantics is only one of the reasons here -- and to
11

replace it with an emergency evacuation zone, which would be
12

at 10 miles from the plant, with its outer reaches up to
13

50 miles in order to accommodate not only direct exposure
1-1

from the plume, but also indirect exposure through the
13

-

particles which would enter our food cycle and be direct 3yt.

16 |
ingested, which in most cases of exposure around 50 miles

17
is much more serious.

TO

The problem with this particular report,
19

however, is that it does give credibility to this
20

assumption that there is no safe place, and a number of
* 21

people on the commission have written letters pointing this
22

fact out,
t g

And again it calls into question all of those
24

plants now in operation or under construction because

25
obviously the city of Cincinnati is well within the 50 mile '

.
,

.
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dsp29 radius, and yet we have this plant 24 miles away.
23

So to make such a ruling now would cast into doubt-

3

all of the plants now in operation or under construction.

~

In fact, I think that this very quick summary of
5

the history of safety indicates that this definition has
6 1

never been the primary consideration; something else has
7

been, and that something is the second thing I would
3

like to address, and that is the economics.
9

The history of the Atomic Energy Commission and
10

now the Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been ointed out,
11

has been in part to' promote the development of the industry,
12

and that has been quite directly to promote capital
g 13

investment.
,

14

And it has spent a great deal of its life as an
15

agency arguing before Congress to get higher appropriations.-

16

But it has also been to protect that capital investment and-

17

as Three Mile Island has shown, once again this issue
18

has seemed to play a primary consideration.
19

What about that billion dollars? We can't just let
20

that slip away. And once again safety takes the.back seat.
2?

With regard to this hearing, I would like to make
22

{ a counter - to offer a couterposition, and argue that it
23

is not in the Commission's purview to concern itself

'
with the economics of nuclear power. 1130 fl58

25 /
In other words, I don't think that you chould have

,
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Idsp30 hanging over your head - what about the $800 uillion in

2 Zimmer? We've got to take that into consideration.

3 '

And the recsons that I would argue this are the

4
f: following: first of all, it is Congress's position to decMa

5 with regard to the economics of nuclear power that -

6 they hava the authority, and as we all know, they've been

7 doing a pretty gcod job.

O They've becn very free with their appropriations

9 over the past 20 years, and they have underwritten the entire

to industry throu,gh the Price-Anderson Act.

1! Nevertheless, I feel that this simply points out

12 that it is Congress'that ,should be doing this job and not

13 the Commission itself.

14 U1'e.imately,however, I think the economic issue

15 will be decided by three groups: first of all, the banks.
.

16 'I ley're only going to make loans on which they can make

17 naney, and the risk involved is sufficiently low to s er.tntee

10 that return,

19 And as we all know, since Three Mile Island, the

20 current practice of the banks has been to enforce extremely

21 tight money for nuclear plants, as their future is in extreme

22 question.

L
23 Secondly, the utility companies themselves will

24 be dealing with the economics of nuclear power because their

25 investment is designed to also provide the largest rate of
,

,
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dsp31 1 return, and Cincinnati Gas & Electric itself indicates that

k. ' 2 it is attuned to these particular issues;since Zimmer 1 was
3 begun, they have constructed a coal fired plant in Boone

[
4 County across the river; this plant, including a scrubber,

5f which we've been told a number of times, this will
S

,
bankrupt all of us.

7 This plant costs $360 million, according to a
G CG & E official, and it will produco 600 megawatts; certainly

9 on the capital costs alone, that is a much better investment
to than Zimmer 1, and although CG & E does not indicate the

11 reason in the NRC reports as to why they supposedly scrapped

12 Zimmer 2, it doesn't take any extreme guessing.

13 In fact, the current record of delays and
14 cancellations in fiscal year 1979 as indicated in NRC

;3 monthly reports indicates that there is one reason that,

16 plants are being canceled; that is that the demand is,

t

17 declining.
I

le] Quite simply, there is no need for the energy that
i
' ~

19 nuclear power plants would produca.

20 For these reasons, again, I think that the NRC

21 shald not consider it its regansibility. The companies

( 22 thsmselves will shift as they have to in order to make

23 ) their profits.
I

24 Finally, a group which is beginning to make its

25 i voice heard in deciding these issues are the customers '

'

themselves. 1 t 30 floot

u
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2 As we're all aware, the current structure of the-

3 industry means that the customer pays no matter what. Three

{'S. 4 Mile Island is a good example of this again.

5 So I would argue that you do not need to concern

6 yourselves with this 800 million. We're all too aware that
7 it's our problem. And that's why we were in City Hall last

'

8 Friday opposing the beginning of CWIP, of the introduction of

over $200 million for Zimmer into our rate base, although its

10 will not begin producing electricity for two more years,

11 and hopefully never.

32 Since ve have to ultimately pay for whatever

risks and whatever mistakes that CG & E makes, I would urge3

' -
74 you to drop it from your particular considerations and

15 instead make your decision on the basis of safety alona.
.

16 In other words, let us live in order to fight CG & E

17 another day over the economic issues.

10 Thank you.

gg (Applause.)

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Applegate, I would just

21 like to comment that with the issues of evacuation and

22 monitoring that you raised, these subjects are being
b'

23 considered in these proceedings.

24 Ms. Surber?

25
i

n - 3
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dsp33 1 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF

2 KIM SURBERO .

3~ MS. SURBER: Good morning. My name is Kim Surber,

{ 4 and I am a resident of Cincinnati.

5 And I would just like to speak to that brief

G comment that you made to Ron Applegate. I am glad to hear

7 that the lack of evacuation plans is a contention, but

8 I think one consideration is that Aimmer was scheduled to

9 open in September of this year without an evacuation plan.

10 It was again scheduled to go online in January of 1980,

11 again without an evacuation plan.

12 I have a real problem with that. Now, thereare

13 a few other things I'd like to share with you. You know

14 a lot of the risks that are associated with a nuclear power

15 station.
.

16 The other people who have spoken with you this

j7 morning and who will continue to speak to you will continue

18 to reiterate these risks.

gg I don't think I have to expand on that much

2') further.

21 One of the things I think you need to consider

22 is uhe legac; you're leaving our future -- our children,

b
23 Thatleancy 1 one of death, destruction, mutation and

24 mutilation.

25 Now, I think you need to know that I was one of
;

,
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1

i

dop34 1 29 people who were arrested at the Zimmer station on June

2 3, and there were three reasons why I committed that act.
I One, I wanted to stop Zimmer.3

4 | And barring that at that instance, I wanted to

S bring attention to the dangers. I wanted to shed light on,

S WhY we were there, and I wanted people to see that there

7 Were certain people who had a commitment to stopping the

8 plant that went further than just demonstrating.

9 The second mason is I have a nine year old, and

to ! this is his picture.

11 Now, I just mentioned the legacy you're going to

12 leave to him and to all the rest of the children from this-

13 generation and their generation and generations to come.
I14 I'm here to protest that legacy.

.

15 And the third reason I committed that action is
'

'

because I hold you, the members of the NRC, Cincinnati Gas Tjg ,

1

17 Electric, DP ti L, CNSOE, and all of the power companies
'

18 responsible for forcing me to have to go and commit that,

I action.,gg
I
'

20 Your rubberstamp procedure of licensing left
'

me no niternative.g ,

'

22 Ycu hold our futures in your decision making
9-

: C'
23 powers, and now I'd like to tell you what we're going to do

} n'
g about that rubberstamp procedure. We're going to continue

g to fight you, the NRC, the prer companies, and the
,

nuclear power industry. -

1430 063
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dsp35 1 All of theabove-mentioned concerns have reached
- 2 what I consider to be the epitome of irresponsibility. We're

3 going to continue to organize on a mass level; we're going

4 to con'inue to demonstrate against this, whether at Zimmer,c

5 Davis-Bosse, North Perry, Diablo Canyon, or any other one
G online or under construction.
7 We're going to continue to expose the lies

8 concerning nuclear power, ie, accidents.

9 The nuclear power industry talks to us about -- that

10 there has been no accidents, no deaths associated with any

11 nuclear power accident, and that's a bareface lie.

12 Ron Applegate in his speech just before me mentioned

13 the Idaha Falls incident where three workers were killed
14 when a reactor exploded.

15 I'd say that that is pretty deadly.
.

16 Another problem -- one of the other lies that

17 we face is the amount of waste that is generated by these

18 nuclear power plants.

tg CG & E contends that Zimer will produce an

no average of 50 pounds of plutonium per year. But the

n; Union of Concerned Scientists places this figure more like

22 500 pounds.

3 Now, I tend to believe the Union of Concerned

24 Scientists, not because I'm anti-nuclear, but because I

25 see no reason why they should like to us. They don't stand,

j

[] flbb '
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dsp36 1 to gain anything by exposing the truth.

2 They're no on the payrolls of the power

3 | companies. They aren't going to make big bucks off these

{) 4 plants.

.5 Once these plants are abolished -- and they will

3 bo - these people will turn to their normal existence,

7 out of the limelight, and their cause for concern will be

8 gone.

9 We're also going to continue to reach out to the

to labor forces. We're going to continue to dispel the lies

tI that an end to nukes is an end to jobs for the labor

12 sector.

ts (Unintelligible) from the International

' -
14 Association of Machinists doesn't buy these lies either.

15 He spends much of his time educating his union around the
.

Is - better chances for long term employment if we follow

17 renewable and soft energy paths.

10 There will continue to (unintelligible) action

39 such as the one that my codefendant, Tom Carpenter, and

20 I participated in. If not at Zimmer, then at Seabrook

Zi North Perry, and other nukes.
|
1

I22 Tom and I are currently facing trial around our

23 civil disobedience action, and do you know why that is?

24 I'll tell you. It's because public opinion is turning

25 against nuclear power.
,

,
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''sp37 Five out of the eight jurors in our trial could '

C not vote to. convict us. They couldn't convict us because

3 they're now convinced that nuccar power is not safe.i

In ",' We'll also continue to hold interventions. They
5

don't seem to work real well, but we're going to continue

6 trying anyway.
,

7
g,.re going to continue to fight the -- you with

8 everything we have. I think the most important consideration

9 is do we actually need nuclear pcwer. Do we need to

10 get our electricity from this source?

11 We say no. There are alternatives. There's
'

12 conservation. But that connervation has to be without
13 penalty. That means that CG & E must not be permitted to

14 penalize us because we use less electricity.

15 Thore is hydropower. That is an immediate,

16 possibility.

17 There is the possibility of geothermal power. That

18 is still in its research stages.

19 Coal is a temporary alternative; again, Ron

20 Applegate spoke very ably to the situation with the

21 coal plant in Boone County.

22 Lastly, there is solar. None of us contend thatL
| it's feasible to have all our energy needs met tLrengh solar23 ,

,

!24 pcwor. But it's possible to get some of our needs met

'
25 through solar; thus, reducing the stress on our other '

.
.

expendable sources.
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dsp38 1 Inclosing, I'd like to say that when con Ed,
,i ,

2 CG & E, DP & L, CNSOE, and all other power companies figure

3 out a way to td.s the sun, you can bot we're going to have

plenty of solar energy and the nukes will be expendable-p 4
i'

l' ~ Thank ycu.3

G (Applause.)
.

! (Brief recass.), 7
i !
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| 1 CIIAIR* FAN E9CIIIIOEFEP: Back on the record.
!

2 He will begin with Alison Jaggar.O-

3i LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF ALISON JAGGAR.t
'

i
4 MS. JAGGAR: I teach philosophy at the University
5! of Cincinnati, and my area of special interest is social and

'
S political philosophy. I'm also the mother of two young

7 ! daugh ters, aged 5 and 7.

8 Now, I am not an expert on the scientific and

g technoloaical aspects of nuclear power, nor even on its
!

10 political and economic aspects. I'm just a lay person, really,

gg trying to evaluate arguments which I often find technical and

12 difficult. But as I evaluate those arguments, it does seem to

13 me that nuclear power poses a threat to human health and even
'

i

g4 survival. It's a risk that just Jan't be taken.-f

15 ! Contemporary political theory has broadened the
.

18 traditional concern of justice. It used to be that when we

j7 discussed justice, we were interested just in the relation-

18 ships between living indi iduals within a society, but now

19 m re and more people are interested in the question of justice

20 between generations.

g Political philosophers are asking questions like:.

Do future cenerations have rights?,

( And do we have obligations to future generations?

The new thinking, the new consensuu, among political,

44

philosophers is that
25 future generations do have rights, and we

I

'
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1 have obligations to them.

2 In the light of this, my view is that nuclear power~

(__)
3 is a completely unwarranted attack on the rights of future
4 generations.

5 It seems obvious to me that we've no right to
6 expose our children and grandchildren to the increasing threat

7 of incurable disease, and I don't think we have any right

either to burden future societies with the problem of dealingS

9 with the nuclear waste that we created -- a problem whitch
*

10 ooks like it would be incredibly expensive, that in order to

it deal with it will pose tremendous hazards to the health of

12 the workers who are trying to somehow stop up the leaks in

13 the containers, or whatever they're trying to do. And it

14 seems like a problem that may, in fact, be technologically--

15 insoluable.
.

16 I think our obligation to future generations is

17 to leave the earth a bette,r place to live, not to create the

18 risk of its destruction.

39 The issue of nuclear power lends itself to the use

20 of rhetorical terms. We talk about genocide, the destruction

21 f the earth, the survival of the species. When I hear

22 doomsday pronouncements like that in other centexts, from

what- 23 people sometimes call Jesus Freaks, or from political

24 extremists, I tend to turn of: to this kind of rhetoric. I

25 think, oh, they're hysterical, they're exaggerating. But in

,
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1 the context of nuclear power, I don't think it is an exaggera-
;

2) tion to talk in terms like these. These are the only terms
(m '

3 which describe the real situation that we face.
s 4 I think it's hard for us to comprehend them, to

5 think in terms of survival of the species, and so on. It's

6 hard for us, it's hard for me, to raise my concerns above the

7 pressing problems of everyday life. For instance, it was hard

8 .'or me to decide to tzks the morning off work to come down

g here; the threat of not being prepared for class this after-

10 noon or tomorrow seemsd more real to me than the threat of

it cancer in 30 years time.

~

12 But when I force myself to attempt to think about

1.3 the unthinkable, I realize that nothing I had to do today was

14 more important than being down hare this morning.

15 I want to conclude with a little -- an account of
*

16 a personal experience that I had last summer. From what I

17 hear, no nuclear plant is sale, and I don't think Zimmer is

18 any exception to that. Rumors go around all the time about

19 the poor workpersonship in Zimmer, how the workers there are

20 on drugs, and things like that. And I had some evidence of

21 that one night last August.

22 I'm somewhat active in the anti-nuclear movement,
(- but not one of the most active people. But last August they23

24 were bringing the radioactive -- the fuel, on site to fuel the
plant. And what they called for for a week was a 24-hour vigil,25

t I

-

j ~

'
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1 where people would stay the night outside Zimmer and be ready

2 to protest and to demonstrate when the fuel came on site in

~

3 the middle dif the night.

4 One night my husband and I actually did that. We

S stayed the night outside.Zimmer on Route 52 in our car. It

6 was a rainy night and we went to sleep. It was very dull.,

7 Nothing was happening. And then we were awakened by someone,

8 tapping on the window. And, needless to say, we were very

9 scared. We opened the window a crack, and it turned out to

10 be a guy who was a worker at Zimmer and who had, you know,

gg come off shift.

12 He wanted us to open the door and get into the

13 car and talk to us. We were scared to do that. There were

-

14 many stories about hardhats being intent on preservings

erj sa a c s s, those kinds of stereotypes.15
.

S , although it was raining, we wouldn't open the16

door, and we talked to him through' the window for a long time.

Finally we were convinced of his good faith and let him into8

the car. And for about two hours he told us about theg
|

20 nditions in the Zimmer plant, about the low morale there,

g about the drugs and about accidents which seemed to constantly

occur and which often they didn't seem to be able to deal

C with immediately.

For instance, he told.us about a leak which

involved a number of terminals, where they didn't know how to
'

I
.
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1 turn off the water for a long time. And we asked him, why;

2 don't jou give public testimony aDout what's going on in ther'e?
( \
'~

3 But of course we wouldn't do it. He was scared of losing his

3 4 job. He even mentioned the possibility of physical reprisal.

5 He was physically scared of giving public testimony.
!

6 So I'm just telling you about it. And, of courso,

7 it's just hearsay. Eut if you would have been in the car

8 with us, you would have been very convinced by this man.

9 Now, I don't believe anyone is safe from the

10 dangers of nuclear power, but this midnight conversation

11 convinced me that if Zimmer does come into operation,

12 Cincinnati is going to be a particularly dangerous place to

13 live. I think from Zimmer we'll have not just the levels of
- ja the routine low-level radiation that they talk about, but

15 tne possibility of a catastrophic accidant.
.

16 And so for this reason, and for the sake of all the

37 people of Ohio and the future inhabitants of Ohio, I just

18 want to ask you as strongly as I can to refuse a license to

gg this power plant.

20 Thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Ms. Jaggar, do you happen to

22 know the name. of the ine'.ividual?

MS. JAGGAR: Ho refused to tell us his last name.23"

24 ; He was scared.

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Because if we knew his name,5
t

.
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I we could follow up an'd have someone from our Staff interview

2 him.(3 ,

3 MS.JAGGAR: I understand that, and I wanted to get
f 4 his name, but he wouldn't give it. He was scared of losing

5 his job, and also something had -- one of his co workers had

G been shot in what was claimed to be an accident, and he was

7 convinced that it was not an accident. You know, it was a
i

3 guy who protested about conditions. And he was simply scared.

9 I'm sorry.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Thank you.

11 Tim Carpenter?

12 MR. CARPENTER: That's Tom Carpenter.

13 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF TOM CARPENTER.

34 MR. WETTERHAHN:- Mr. Carpenter, have you made a

15 limited appearance before?

16 MR. CARPENTER: No, I haven't.

37 I'm a resident of Cincinnati, and I've been

~0 inv lved in fighting nuclear power for quite awhile, and I'm

39 most convinced that the facts about nuclear power are in.

20 , I think one of the strongest facts that is on the

21 side against nuclear power is the fact that the Nuclear

3 Regulatory Commission of the United Statesand the United States
(
"

g Envircnmental Protection Agency last year issued documents

and statements saying that there is no threshold of radiation,g

_ there is no safe level of radiation. That was their statement. I23

1 -
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I They say that any extent of radiation has a potential of
2 causing damage and harm.,

3 To me, this is a very damning indictment of the

p 4 whole industry, the whole nuclear industry, particularly when
5 we're dealing with the amount of radiation and the strength
6 of radiation that a nuclear power plant puts out.
7 The General Accounting Office this year came out

8 that if you would count up the truck accidents and rail

9 accidents and accidents at nuclear power plants -- what is

to commonly referred to as incidents -- it goes up to about

11 60,000 of them since the inception of the industry.
12 I'd like to break that down a little bit:
la In 1971 there was 2,255 hazardous leakages in

14 plants; 8,500 by truck; 346 by rail.

.

In 1974 there were 841 accidents at plants; 7,61515

1G by trucks and 617 by rail.

17 In 1977, there was 15,954 incidents; 14,269 by

18 truck and 1,654 by rail.

19 Now, these figures were not pulled out of thin

20 air. They're from the Materials Transportation Board of the

21 Department of Energy statistics.

22 Also, another interesting statistic, as long as
(

23 we're playing the numbers game right now, is that using'
''

official Department of Energy figures, Dr. Joes Saloman, a24

25 chemistry professor from LSU, reveals that nuclear powar ,

,
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I supplied only 1-1/2 percent of our total end-use energy in,

2 1978.
(.\

.u -

3 I think it's well proven, I think it's a very good

{ 4 fact, that nuclear power plants, or the ones that they've
5 studied the health effects around, that cancer rates rise,
G the leukemia rates 71se, and the infant mortality rates rise
7 very dramatically in proportion to the distance away from the
8 nuclear. power plant. -- '

9 How, this isn't based on some kind of hypothetical
10 fancy mathematics; this is a counting of the bodies. This

11 is an inventory of the cancers and the leukemias and the

12 infant mortality rates.

13 Infant mortality is mortality of a born and alive
14 infant within the first year. That is termed an infant
15 mortality. The infants and the fetuses are the most susceptihin

.

16 to radiation. An ordinary sis:e nuclear plant uses a billion

17 gallons of water da day and, therefore, there's thermal~

pollution because it's not totally cooled by the time it goes18
,

19 into -- back into the river.
.

The EPA on June 30 of thia year makes quarterly20

tests of':ailk a'nd water at' 65 national locations, and they21

found that 50 of these 65 cities which sold milk contained up22

b
23 to 300 percent more strontium and iodine-131 than allowed

y by Federal legal limits.

25 Now, children drink this milk, or are the biggest !

.
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milk drinkers, and strontium travels through the bone, causes9

leukemia. .The iodine-131 attacks the thyroid.2

asn't been bomb testing, so you can't3 w, ere

. 4 really -- for a long time -- so you can't attribute that

strontium rate and ioline rate to the bomb toSting. It's

from peaceful use of nuclear energy, and it is from partially3

the nuclear industr? in the routine oporation of nuclear
.

power plants.
8

So these are the facts. And I think you know

these facts, or you're aware of most of them. I think you're

aware that nuclear waste cannot be stored safely. There's

no one -- there is no one -- who knows how to store nuclear12

waste safely for 250,000 years. That's plutonium. Or for13

, 20 years -- we can't store for 20 years. There has not been

a waste site that we have had that'has not developed leaks.15

Closer to home, in.Maxie Flats, Kentucky, there's
-

16

a waste dump that's baen leaking. The State of Kentucky had17

to buy that waste dump because it was so poorly misman' aged.10

In Hamilton County where they've been storing wastes, that19

has been leaking' radioactive waste. s

20

So there's no way out of it.
21

Nuclear power is a very grave danger to car health,22

( and a very grave danger to the lives of future generations

as it affects -- as radiation affects the gene structure.
24

In the 194 3's,1940 to 1945, Nazi Germany had a
25

1plan initiated by Hitler to separate all the Jews and kill
.

"
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1 them with gas chambers in concentration camps. Now, as

2 , horrible as that seems to our civilization these days, it was
~

3 then, at that time, the system, the legal system, to put
,r - 4 these concentration camps and these gas chambers into action.

5 j It'1sas German citizens that ran these camps. They were not
i

6 insane pervertu. They were normal citizens. They were gcod

7 Germans that built thase ' concentration camps.;

B It was the system to license them. It was the

9 system to routinely execute and exterminate six million people.
10 Now, today, we look back on that and say, how

11 could they have done it? The Nuremberg principles established

12 after that set forth the law that each individual has a
13 higher responsibility than the law here today that the State

,

'
14 puts forth. There is a higher law, called morality. It is

called responding to what you know ere the facts, what youis

.

16 know is going to cause human suffering.

17 You don't have to obey the State law. You obey

18 the human law. Now, that's the case with these nuclear plants.

19 You cannot, in all good conscience, tell me that you think
.

20 nuclear power is safe. You cannot, in all good conscience,

21 tell me that you can store nuclear waste for hundreds of

22 uhousands of years safely, that, in all good conscience, you

don't think radiation causes cancer, especiatt.'.y when your" 23

24 own Nuclear Regulatory Commission has said that there is no

25 safe level of radiation.
I
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1 Future generations are going to look back on this
.- 2 country'and say, how could they have done it? The same way

3 that'we are looking back now on Nazi Germany and saying, how
4 could they have dona it?

5 How could you? How could the Nuclear Regulatory
6 Commission routinely license these plants? Or these utilities

routinely build these plants, when they know -- they know --7

that the health problems associated with them are deadly --8

9 for profit.

10 I think you should question yourselves. You should
;1 question your motives. You will be held personally responsible .,

I think,the people in the NRC and the people at CG&E, by the12

cancer victims that could result from the Zimmer station, the13
,

leukemia victims, and children born without limbs, with14

15 brain damage, or born dead. I think you should consider
.

yourselves personally responsible for these, because people16

17 have told you, scienca tells you. Science tells you that

18 these things happen, and they occur.

19 So if you'::e going to be good Germans, just

remember that future generations will judge you, and they will20

21 not forgive you.

22 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: John Martin.,

b
23 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT.0F JOHN MARTIN.

3 MR. MARTIN: My name is John Martin, and I'm a
/

3 teacher at the University of Cincinnati. I teach courses on ,

1430 078
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1 environmental policy and am on the editorial board of an

([ T 2 academic journal, whose subject is environmental policy. And

3 I teach courses on the philosophical implications of economic
bI 4 theory.

5 What I want to do here today is argue for a not

6 very controversial thesis, but I think one that goes to the.

7 heart of the matter of licensing nuclear plants, and that's

8 a thesis that the fraa market is not to be trusted in making
g decisions about whether or not to build nuclear plants.

10 Let me begin by reviewing the ordinary case. That

j1 is, the case in which economic theory says it's all right to

12 let the free market dacide what happens to society.

13 The ordinary case is based on the assumption of
-

I
14 a law of supply and demand, which I'll remind you of. It's

i

15 on the piece of paper I gave you. It says that the actual.

p3 market price of a commodity is determined by supply and

j7 demand. But a more interesting formulation of it, one that

la goes to the heart of social policy-miting, is the second

13 formulation I have down there which is not so common.

3, According to this formulation, the law of supply

2 and demand says that the free market distributes goods and

.g services so as to maximise consumer satisfaction consistent,

k '

g with the facts of a carcity in the world.

Now, this law is used in our society again and3 i

25 again to justify claims that the way the free market does 1

.
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1 things is the right way. That law has to be backed up, not
2 on just economics, but within ethical theses, which is theU
3 next thing on that paper. And that's the theory -- the

{^, 4 political theory -- called utilitarianism, which says that
5 the social good can be explained as thnt which maximizes

6 citizen satisfaction.

7 You then get a nice little argument: If the free

a market does what maximizes satisfaction, and citizen satisfac-
,

9 tion is for the social good, that the market dccides what to
-

to do. That underlies classical conservative polotical theory,
11 but even among conservative economists there are wc11

12 recognized exceptions to this nice, simple argument, this

13 nice, simple theory. And these aro phenomena known by the
I

14 term externalities.

15 An externality as defined on paper is any item
~

13 which is misplaced by the market. There are, lots of items
17 which -have a price that don't truly reflect their social

utility, don't truly reflect the amount of happiness they give18

jg to society. There are some items which escape the pricing
.

20 mechanism. And among these are ones of particular concern to

21 the environment.

22 An example, just to illustrate the concept which
'

you're probably familiar with, would be how your neighbor3

24 treated his yard. If he treated his yard in such a way that
( it was very beautiful, and you could sit in your back yard and25

,

.

I
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1 enjoy it without paying him, then that's a positive externality,
2

U something you get f a m him without paying him. The price which
-

3
he paid for his yard should be supplemented by some money

{. 4 from you. You should help him pay for it.
5

If, on the other hand, your neighbor has a very
S ugly yard, he should have to compensate you for the ugliness
7 you have to endure.;

8
In environmental issues externalities occur all

9 over the place. Pollution is the main one. Companies don't

10 I

have to pay the full cost of their production, because they

, get out of paying costs of cleaning up their pollution.n
The

political mechanism steps in and tries to correct the market12

by imposing taxes to clean up pollution, by setting regulations_ 13

-'
14 | which force concerns to avoid pollution.

15 So the conclusion of all this is that ordinarily\.

h
you can trust the free market to decide what to do withg3

37 i society, but there are certain well known cases, cases with

externalities, which you can't, where the political process10

;9 j has to intervene.

Now, what we are doing here today is taking part in29

the political process, which helps to correct the fraa market.: 2;

What I want to talk about are the externalities conhected with
22

b
23 nuclear power.

I

Now, these have been talked about again and again,24

and the only point I would make about them is to situate25
I

,
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| 1 them with respect to trusting ~ utility companies to know what's
,

_ 2 best for society.
.

3 The first one I want to talk about is the risk

{ 4 connected with accidents. In ordinary economics when a

5 product.has a risk, the way it's dealt with by the free
6 market iis that the person builds the product and just takes

7 the riskL If his product explodes and kills somebody, he
- 3 pays comcensation. And'if he can't make a profit by paying

9 compensation, he goes out of business.i

10 This is all institutionalized in insurance
11 companies. An insurance company is a company which takes

12 money from you to cover your risks, and it cets the fee

i3 according to what the risk is. But it's well known in
I

14 nuclear power that generating plants are under-insured."

15 Now, you know the details of this better than I
.

10 do. The Government insures them to a certain extent, but, as

17 I think you know very well, the amount of money they would

la have to pay if a nuclear plant exploded, is far more than

39 they're actually insured for.

20 Now, when the free market doesn't calculate the

21 risk accurately, we can go outside of it and think about it

a r.s social decisien makers, independently of what the market
b

23 says. And there is some theory for that. There is some

24 theory for calculating, as social plan.ters, how much risk

we should take. And this is the theory of expected utility,25
,

"
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which you probably are familiar with. And ik' you're not, I1

, 2 would urge you to learn it. It's not very hard. But let me0 -

3 review it a little bit here.
4 When you have a situation of risk, what that means

5 is that you're facing a future with possible outcomes. Each

6 of these outcomes he.s a certain probability.
.

7 Now, economists are able to attack a measure to the
.

utility of taking that policy with its possible outcomes, while3
f

looking at both the outcomes, say, if there are two outcomes,g

and figuring out the utility you would get on each outcome andto,

33 the probabilicy that each outcome will occur. You then

multiply that possibility times the utility of each ostcome12

13 and you add them together.

, _ g4 It's like a lottery. When you buy a ticket for a
'

1 ttery you're taking a chance on several outcomes coming up,15

and the way you figure it, whether you should do it, is by3g,

measuring the utility of the whole lottery, by looking at17,

ea h outccma and seeing how much you make on it, and comparing18

the probability that that outcome will turn up. And you addjg

20 these figures together.

MB fiss

21

22

"v
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I1 MADELON Nhat I'd like to do is a small exercise, which
ws FEL

2
4 ) mobl is acolying this theory to the case of nuclear power planco,
s- -

3
Mhen you are deciding on nuclear power nlants,

( 4I say,- suupose we are social dictators and we are trying to -

5 decide how to set up society. Ne have to decide whether
6 it's set up using nuclear power plants or, say, conventional
7 power plants.

8 Well, if you decide nuclear oower plants we're

9 deciding on a lottery. There are two outcomes that are
to relevant: one is the nice outcome where there are no acci-
11 dents, and the other is the outcome in which there is a

12 raior accident. '

13 The probability of a case where there is a major
14 accident is small. The probability of everything goino1

15 fine is pretty high, I guess. The utility attached to the
.

16 outcome where overything goes fine is significant. It would

17 be the utility would get out of having a happily powered

to country.

19 Th9 disutility would get out a maior explosion,

20 it's very, very high. I don't know, nobody knows what it is,

21 but you can see.

22 , Whatever utility you would get out of the happy/

k
23 outcome, from that you mus subtract the disutility, however

24 small its probability is considered, the unhaony outcome, the
(

23 explosion.
,

e

'
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1mpb2 Now contrast that policy with the policy of

2 conventional power. There, you know, there's no chance-s
U -

3 whatever of a great disaster. So just considering those,6

4 *[1

there's no chance of a whole city blowing up from a coal
5 plant, for example.

6 So it seems to me that you have two choices:

7 you have a choice where risk of great damage in attached
h

8 and another choice which would achieve the same end but

9 without that risk, and which would have a greater social

10 utility.

11 The second thing I'd like to mention is nuclear
u

12 | waste. Now the problem with everything I've just been say-

13 | ing about calculating utilities on risk is that it all pre-
[
.

.
14 i supposes that you can assign probabilities to these events.

15 Now in environmental issues it is generally the

16f case that we don't know enough about the future to attach

17 probabilities to what's going to happen. And in the case o#
i

is ' the effects of nuclear waste, which I think is one of these,

19 we just don't know what sort of nasty things they're going

20 to cause. We don't know whether technology is going to find

gg a way of taking care of them.

The society has to make decisions about the
22| .

b I

ya future contingencies that it is ignorant of at all times,

y Let me give you some examples:

Just recently they had to decide what to do about25 ,
,

1 : ;
i

.
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1mpb3 t he snail darter in Tennessee. An en?ironmentalist argued,,

2 ( 'Ifell, don't destroy the shiail darter because in a million,

~ L).

3 years it might be necessary as a gene pool, and if we have
4{^, a poor gene pool humans suffer'. Well, they don't know any
5! of that.

G Another example is whether to ban freon spray.<

7 cans, Freon spray cans have some effect on the ozone layer
a and the ozone layer has something to do with filtering out

'

l
9: ultraviolet light which causes cancer. But they don't know

10 exactly what probabilities there are involved here. Society

11 nevertheless has to make a decision.

12 Now ecoromics, it doesn't provide any theory.

13 There is no scientist you can go to that tells you what to

la , do when we don't know about the future. Classical economic

13 theory presupposes ' tie wrong issues, we know all the conse-
~

quences of all our actions. Utilitarianism presuoposes16

g7 we know the future, but we don' t.

18 , So you can't trust ordinary economic planning to
!

*

19 make the right decisions. And I can't supply you with

an a theory which tells you what to do in cases of ignorance
|-

21 { about th.e future, but I can provide a couple of examples that
'

!.

22 | might lead you to the same conclusion that they have led me

(- 23 to .

24 Supp se you're driving and you have to choose
'

P.5 betwcon two roads. One road you know gets you to your city,
I

p 1450 086
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mpb4 and the other road you don't know anything about. What are

2 you going to do?

3 You're not going to take the road you don't know
'

f 4 anything abcut.

5 Suppose you're trying to choose a babysit::er for
6 your child, and thera's one babysitter that you know is trust-
7 worthy and the other one is a perfect stranger. Who are you

8 going to choose?

9 We face similar situations socially now between

10 choosing between nuclear power, with its possibly bad effects

11 long into the future because of nuclear waste, and convention-

12 al power plants, and we don't know all the consequences of
\

13 conventiotral power plants either, but there.isn't this great

14 mystery connected with the effect of conventional power on

15 the genes and the environment and all of this.
.

16 So what I suggest is that you be pursuaded by

17 the case of what you do in ordinary cases of ignorance, and

18 that is choose the alternative that you know has the effect

19 you want without the possibility of these bad further effects.

20 (Applause. )

21 CHAIR'4AN BECIIHOEFER: Kirk Robinson?

22 (No response.)

23 VOICE: Excuse me, may I' address the Bench?

24 This woman has to go. Is it possible for her to

25 go now?
,
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i mpb5 I CHAIRMA11 BECHHOEFER: Sure.

2
LIMITED APPEARANCE' STATEMENT OF MARY ERDEVIG,

3 RESIDENT, CINCINNATI

4
{. MS. ERDEVIG: My name is Mary Erdevig. I live

5 in the Western Hills of Cincinnati about 35 miles from the
6 site of the Zimmer Plant. And until just the past few months

7 I was not concerned about nuclear power at all.
6 When TMI happened in the spring I in fact became

9 very bored with the television coverage of it, and remember
10 remarking to my husband 'when is this going to end'. But

11 since then I have seen the reports of the June demonstra-

12 ' tions here in Cincinnati and I have not been impressed at all.

13 And then one time last summer my husband and I
''

14 decided to take a ride,.and we just went out 52 because we

15 had never been there. And all of a sudden, there it was,
.

16 the cooling tower. And the first thing that struck me about

17 I the cooling tower was how it resembled an atomic boinb's

13 mushroom stem. And I decided that I should do some reading

19 about this. Perhaps this structure was trying to tell me

20f something.

21 So I got a book from the library and I determined
i

22 to be as objective as I could about it. I washt going to be

23 impressed with inflated statistics because I was well aware

24 f how statistics can be used.

25 What struck me was that it seemed that a lot of
,

.
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Impb6 information had been covered up over the years, and now the,

2
) whole truth had been sought by the government regulatory

3 agencies.

y 4 Today there are still many problems surrounding
5 nuclear plants, but the two issues which concern me most as
6 a citizen of Cincinnati is the fact that the water monitor-
7 ing systems for the city are not adequate, a' chey are

8 expected to be now.
~

9 I wanted to know before a month af ter it happens
10 that I shouldn't have been drinking the water and I want to

,

11 know this for myself, for my family, and for the children
12 my husband and I hope to have.

13 And the evacuation plans is the other issue.
'''

14 I've heard statements to the effect that it is virtually an
15 impossible task to expect to evacuato a city the size of

.

10 Cincinnati. Therefore the various agencies have decided

17 that they weren't going to bother trying.

10 Now I would like to point out that just this

19 past weekend-250,000 people were evacuated quite peacefully

20 out of the city in . Canada, and I think that if people with

21 your education and your capabilities got together and decided,

22 yes, we need a plan to evacuate the people, you could come up

23 with something.'

24 I think that people in Cincinnati deserve at

25 least an effort at making some kind of full-scale evacuation
,

-
-
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Impb7 plan in the case of an ultimate accident, no matter how
2

{T slight the risk of that accident is.

3' And I have some very pessimistic . feeling that

(~' Zimmer will open one day as a nuclear plant, and that the4

5. utilities will be given a chance to operate it as safely as
S whatever agency of the government decides they should have to
7 do it at. But I also feel that the people of Cincinnati

a should be given their chance to survive its operation.
9 And as I see it now, there's not much attention

10 being paid to the inadequacies.

11 Thank you.

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Thank you.

13 As I've mentioned earlier, we are going to hold
''

14 further hearings, extensive hearings, on both evacuation and

15 monitoring.
.

16 MS. ERDEVIG Yes. Do they include Cincinnati,

17 though?

13 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, there are -- they may.
10 MS. ERDE7IG: Yes. I just wanted to --

20 , CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yas. At this stage the

25 Commission is still in the process of reviewing its evacua-

22 tion requirements, and whatever those requirements turn out
-

23 to be, we will consider.

24 MS. ERDEVIG: Well, I just wanted to state my

25 opinions about Cincinnati, since I live here.
p
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Impb8 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Right. Thank you.

n
" (Applause.) '

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Kirk Robinson?
4 (No response.)

5 Steve Shoemacher.

G ( o response. )N

7 Paul Burrell.

6 (No response.)

9 Marcia Sutphin.

10
'

LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF MARCIA SUTPHIN

11 MS, SUTPHIN: My heart's beating too fast.

12 My name is Marcia Sutphin, and I'm just me. And

13 I don't know what is the difference between you and me, that

14 we'ra just, you know, human people. And the effect:3 will

15 hurt you too.
.

16 I don't get it how you can't understand that.

17 And the contamination of an area, of a place that you might

te not be able to go there, I might not be able to go there.

to It's just so insane that you can't understapd that. I

20 really wish you could understand it.

21 It must be an ignorance or a lack of human under-

22 standing that you just don't see.

23 And who wants to be evacuated? That's just not

24 real to have that idea of evacuation, that's just not real.

25 That is insanity. I'm sure you wouldn't want to be evacuated.
,
.

9
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mpb9 I It's possible to change your minds. I mean,

2 it's all right. I mean, everybody changes their mind. You

3 can change your mind too. I mean, it's all right.

4 I just hope that maybe if you would think about

5 it in a way more like this maybe that you'll understand it's
6 you too, it's you. And all I can do is just maybe, you

7 know, pray for you that you'll understand too. That's all,

u I can say.

9 (Applausa.).

10 CHAIRMAN BECHROEFER: Doug Yohman.-

11 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF DOUG YOIHAN

12 MR. YOHMAN: I'd like to start off by requesting
f

10 a possible evening session. I don't know if it's possible

"
14 or not. But I feel like the feelings expressed here today

t

15 is indicative of _a larger amount of people that would be7,

IG hero could they afford the schedule.

17 I would also like to address the psychology of

( 13 my clapping. Unfortunately most of the poople left because

to they have to get back to work and so forth. To me, clapping,

! 20 ; is a group thing and it supports people as a group, especial-

21 ly in the face of being in a very formal setting like this.-

,

4

22 You know, I sea this as me getting up, or anyone

23 else getting up, and speaking individually to the authorities!

24 ' here and to the public and having an individual conviction

public. We are not very practiced in this art -- if I may
25 g| ,

.

/
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Impb10 ; say it's an art -- and we are somewhat intimidated by doing
2

this. And I feel like clapping, whether it's befitting of a
3 formal setting or not, I feel like clapping is needed

4 psychologically to support that group feeling, to support the
5 idea that the public wants to say something but they're not
6 sophisticated enough to say it in the right way.
7| So if you may consider that in your objectivity
8 of the situation.

9 Also it seems to me there's kind of a' lack of
to interest on the part of even authority figures in these
11 hearings, seeing that there are not too many people here -
12 I believe there is not as many people as there were at one

13 session I viewed before where there were more lawyers from
(''

14 CG&E.

15 There was also three panel members here. Mr.
.

16 Hooper - I don't know what the circumstances are there .

17 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: He got delayed. He will

is be here this afternoon.

to MR. YOHMAN: Okay. Excuse my suspicion.

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: That's all right.

21 MR. YORMAN: At one other session I was at Mr.
22 Hooper was dozing off during the testimony.

23 Okay. And I'd also like to poi.~.t out the fact

24 of the two sessions I've been to that by far and away the
.- 25 greater percentage of the people speaking were against nuclear

I

.
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Imphil power, and I know thic is not sworn testire::y or anything,
2o., but I feel 'like this should weigh in your minds as part of

'

3 Your decision, granted that we have a lack of sophistication,
'

4 a 1,ack of knowledga and so forth.

5 But I, as just a citizen, for example, read the..

G newspapers, and I make up my mind what is an imprsesion on man,
7 whether it's true or not. And I f sel over the span of years

8-
, I've been around and I've been able to discern what is a lie,

9 what is truth, what is an untruth, et cetera, et cetera.
10 In the matter of commercial production of nuclear
11 energy, I cannot trust a person that is strictly for profit
12 ad far as I can see. I mean, I know that they know how to

13 produce electricity, I know they consider all of the safety
14 factors and so forth. But I think in the final analysis the

15 end result is profit, and I cannot trust people that put
.

16 cut commercials such as 'Go play in the nucl. ear park', which
.

17 was'a magazine advertisement I think several years ago,

la especially when I ses commercials in TV like women skating

is across kitchen floors on invisable shields, whice knights

20 zapping you with cleanliness and so forth.

21 I think that's the kind of psychology we're deal-

22 ing with there.

'

23 I'd also like to say that I do read the newspapers.

24 j Just a few headlines, if I may just recite here:

25 "66 National Study Predicting A Surge
f

\ p,, ,4,Q 0 9
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Impbl2 In Bomb-Grade Nuclear Materials".
2

" Expected Construction of 1000 Power,

_

3 Plants Threaten U.S. Ef fort on Proliferation".
4

{~- This was frcm Washington on November 3rd -- out
5 of ?* 'shington. It was in the New York Times.
6 " Panel To Weigh Closing Reactors Near

7 Big Cities".

8 " Nuclear Danger Feared In Nuclear Reactors".

9 This was about the emergency cora cooling system,
?O whether it would be effectiva in the case of a loss of cool-
11 ant accident.

12 The NRC brought in I think something. I don't

13 know how many dozens of experts talked on this matter, and I
'' 14 holieve the decision is still up in the air, even though we

:= are probably being held in jeopardy on the situation if that
.

16 is the case.

17 " Atomic Panel Finds No Sure Way Tb Bar

10 Reactor Accidents".

19 That's from the New York Times, October 31st,

20 1979, page A-1. It goes on to say

21 "But the Commission added that even if

. 22 President Cartar, Congress, the Nuclear Regulatory ,

23 Commission and the nuclear industry adopted all

24 these recommendations there was no guarantee that
f

23 there would be no serious future nuclear accidents."
,

.
.
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mpbl3 I I don't know what to say. I mean, these are

2 just impressions I get. And, as I say, I claim to be a very1

3 lay person about this matter. But I can draw assumptions;

{ 4 I know I can draw assumptions, if not conclusions.
5 Cincinnati is a very conservative city, political 1|.r ,
6 fiscally, what have you. I am bothered in part by the fact

,

7 that people don't take part in these opportunities to testify

8 before you gentlemen. But I'm also bothered by the fact that
t

9| the word isn't spread around for people to involve them-
10 salves in such activities. And I feel like a greater effort

i

11 | should be made on that.

12 Cincinnati also has not the best news coverage,
. is if I may add. I think it's been played on a couple of
d

14 stations, at least, over the past several months that not
'

13 many people participate in these things. But I'm sure there's

16 | a lot of people out there who are gnawing, who have gnawing
I

17 consciences, who are debat.ing this problem in their mind and
.

13 weighing some of the issues, at least considering it. And I

19| thl'k it's up to you to at least give them full facts on then

i

20 i situation and not withhold things like lack of evacuation
!

21 | planning from them, Which is now just coming out into the
I
'

22 open. .

23 Granted, seeing that Zimmer was supposed to be

24 opened -- the projected opening was -- I'm sorry - September

25 without an evacuation plan, scoing that we don't have any
,

1

1
'

!!
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I
{ mpbl4 radioactive waste solution, and people just kind of go on

2

(i
blind faith that the experts are going to come up.with the

3 solution to this problem. I would think that good scientific

4 scrutinization of the situation would show that wa must sit
5 back a little bit and go with alternatives that we know how

6 to control better, such as coal fired plants, such as the

7. feasibility of solar power, which has much less impact on the
8 environment in the long run than something like nuclear power,
9 which has been around since the '30s. The technology has

10 been used since the '30s, and which economically is becoming

Il very feasible at this time.

12 And I would anly implore that you take a stronger
13 1cok at - that you don't give in to the intaracts. They

' 14 think of money, it's as simplo as that. It's just money

15 versus human needs.
.

16 And I realize that we need money, but I can do

17 without it. I don't know of CG&B and other people are pre-

10 pared to do without it. So I just ask you to be a little

19 bit nore prudent in your conclusions.

20 Thank you very much.

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Jean Erb.-

22' . (No response.),

( l
' 23' Those are all the paople I have on my list.

2.1 Well, I'll call one or two of the people who didn't show up
~g or who didn't answer.o

) t) )0 , a 701i '
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lmpbl5 James Sullivan.i

(-
2 (No response.)

0 Robert Freedman.g

.i
4; . (No response.){
5 Guy Mendis.

.

G (No response.)

7 Kirk Robinson.

8 (No response.)

9 Steve Shoemacher.

10 (No response.)

11 Paul Burrell.

12 (No response.),

i

13 Is C9ro anyone here who wishes to make a state-

'

14 mont whose name I acn't have?

15 Come on up.
.

16 VOICE: This person has made a limited appearance,

17 Mr. Chairman.

18 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, she's just at the and

19 here.
.

20 MS. DIERIG: I've been here before.

21 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEF2R: Please endure her again.

22 MS. DIERIG: Thank you.
)

k- 23 LIMITED APPEARANCE STATEMENT OF VICKI DIERIG

y MS. DIERIG: Nuclear power will come to an and

25j in this country only in part because of the ernest work of
r

\ !{ f)
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1mpbl6 individuals and anti-nuclear groups. The almighty dollar,

2 which dictates all decisions in this country, will also,

3 dictate this one, because in spite of the prediction that
4{' nuclear power would be too cheap to meter, its costs have
5 risen astronomically in the past decade.
6 The United' States has exported nuclear reactors

7 to such unstable areas as Argentina, India, Iran, Ireland,
8 Korea, South Africa, Spain, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey,
9 Venezuela, and Viet Nam. With it, the government has exported

to in=redibly toxic wastes and the potential for further pro-
11 liferat' ion of nuclear weapons.

12 Recognizing the interconnectedness cf the global

13 community, we know that any wind that blows may carry radia-
1

-V 14 tion to us. The water we drink, whether from a pristine

15 stream and valloy or from the Ohio River, already has begun
.

16 to poison us.

17 Because of this, Yvon Wandro, an American Indian,

is warned us here in Cincinnati shortly after the Three Mile

19 Island accidant that we have not 20, not 10, not even five

20 years; we have only three years to clean up our act before

21 the Mother Earth wells up in anger against the massive

22 damage of pollution choking her lungs, clogging her arteries.

23 and blocking her bowels.

24 Now I do not find this warning to be far-fetched

in view of the fact that in one year alone, 1977, industry25
,
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mpbl7 I as a whole generated 380 million tons of waste. 'Every
- 2

(~ '
power plant every year generated 8000 cubic feet of only low

3 ' reel waste, and this is an amount that is small in compari--

4 con to the waste already generated by the weapon a program.

5 And this is only the waste in this country.
S But what is extremely sad to me is that my home-

7 land could be directly contaminated just before the day when
3 even the government, the NRC, the utilities and commercial

9 producers of reactors will be forced to admit the magnitude
to of the folly of choosing te promote the power first unleashed

11 as a bomb.

12 The day that I heard that 115 tons of radioactive

13 uranium fuel was being shipped to simmer, I called the NRC,
'

14 I thought that shipping fuel presupposas that the plant would.

15 be licensed, in spite of these intervention hearings, and the

16 numerous affidavits testifying to malconstructions at Zimmer.

17 I thought the shipmsnt of fuel certainly makes a travesty of

18 these hearings.

19 On that day I talked to Mr. Charles Barth, the

20 NRC attorney. He stated that Zimmer would be licensed to

operete in the spring of next year. I rarealized 9nat I had21 :

n already known: that this has been the way for all nuclear

-

23 installations in the country.

y of course fuel is shipped because of course the

25 plants would be licensed.
, ,

i
.
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mpbl8 I Even after Three Mile Island it appears to be
2 businless as usual for the NRC.
3

Now I am hoping that the Kameny Commission report
4 will start serious reappraisal within t!.e NRC. So while I

5 can't say much for the NRC's regulatory performance to date,
6 I think that the NRC has performed its promotion function
7 very well. The lack of results from these hearings have
8 resulted in dampening the spirits even of those who have

.

9 the most to lose from the operation of Zimmer.
10 Many in this audience, few a3 they ara, are as
11 firnly convinced as Mr. Barth that Zimn9r will be licensed

,

12 and will operate. The danger here is that they will work

less vigorously than otherwise because they believe that their13
.

14 actions can have no impact.
- 15 We must rally against this because what we believe

18 dictates the, outcome we achieve. Our beliefs grow as surely
17 in time and space as flowers do.

18 If Zimmer opens our land will be forever con-

taminated; even if the plant is closed at some later date19

due to the inevitable demise of nuclear power, this is way20

21 too late. We must believe that Zimmer will never operate,

( 22 if not because of the NRC then because of our actions.
23 The men sitting at the bench have been around the

2 country, haie heard overy possible argument against nuclear
*

25 power, evary possible statistic, and every possible plaa.
,
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Impbl9 I can only pray that one day one man will wake up with the
|

2
) certainty I feel about the danger of nuclear power, one that

3 colors my entire 1.'for that he will also find the hope and

(' faith in God and humanity that makes us struggle instead of4

5 resigning in the face of such pervasive pollution of our
6 Mother Earth and the great odds we fight against; and that
7 he will find the moral courage to stand up and help to end
3 the destruction of our ways.

9 All of the genetic inheritance of the human race
10 can ba contained in a single teardrop. Woe be it if that

11 tear is shed.

12 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Is there anyone further

13 here who hasn't made a statement who wishes to do so? Wes

'~'

have said we will go until 12:30, and that's about what it is.14

15 (No response.)
.

.WithoutanyfurUherindication,we'lladjourn1G

17 for lunch anId resume at two o' clock.

to And we're going to run from two o' clock to nine

o' clock with a dinner break this afternoon on tg evidentiary19

20 portion of this proceeding.

21 So we're adjourned.

22 (Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the hearing in the
L

above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvens at23 i

end 24} 2:00 p.m., this same day.)
"'9ELON

25
I
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2dsp 1 AFTERNCON SESSION

<;pl 2 (2:20 p.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Good afternoon, ladies

{'. 4 and gentlemen.

5 This afternoon we will begin the session, taking

6 care of any procedural matters Or housekeeping matters.

7 Dr. Hooper has not yet arrived, and he is overdue

8 at this point.

9 We will hear various procedural matters first, and

10 then if Dr. Hooper hasnt' arrived, we will adjourn until

11 he does.

12 We expect him - he wts supposed to have been

13 here already, so I e::pect he will be here in the near future.

"
14 ' Are there any further appearances by anyone who

15 hasn't made an appearance?
.

16 (No responce.)

17 Are there any procedural matters which any

7e parties wish to raise?

gg MR. BARTH: I would, Mr. Chairman.
s

20 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.

21 MR. BARTH: In the matter of expediting the

22 hearing, the staff witaesses on fire protection absolutely

C g must leave town tomorrow,.and therefore I have requested

20 the consent and cdvice of the power company and intervenors

because we would 1 e to present our case first, out of25 ,
'

],
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dap2 I order, on fire protectien, contention 17, so these

3 witnessos can leave time.,

i
3 We will arrango for Mr. Mora, who will address

I 4 control rods, to be here at a later time.

3 MR. COENOR: For the record, we have no objectf on
a

5 to that, and we do understand, hovaver, that contrary to

7 I the Chairman's suggestion in his order of October 15,
li

G >

1
that Mr. Mora's testimony will go on tonight, that I gather

'

9 it will be postponed until later.

10
| We certainly have no objection to that.

11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Mr. Foldman?

12 i NR. FELDMAN: Assuming tha*: the hearings do
i
i

13 proceed tonight, we have no objection to that. We have

14 a pending motin to continue the evf.dentiary hearing which

15 we would like to address.
.

16 CHAIRMAN '13ECHBCEFER: I: terms of your own

17 scheduling, however, if we determine to go on --
}

to ' MR. FELDMAN: That would be satisfactory for us.

10 CHAIRMAN B'.CHHOEFER: The control rods could be

2c tekon up later, I take it; this week certainly.
u
i

21 MR. FELDMAE: As long as they're taken up by Friday,

22 that would be fine with us.
b

23 |
CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: By "before Friday" do you

24 mean --

ilg :' MR. FELDMAM: Thursday. If we get started on s

Tarsday, that would be satisfactory. '

3
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dsp3 1 (Board conferring.),

''
CHAIRMI.N . BECEHOEFER: Well, let's hear from the --

3p wo will then permit the staff to put its panel on first on

4
{~T the electrical -- the cable insulation.

5 Have the other parties that served us with this

G motion -- the board just received this five minutes ago..

I
71 It might hava arrived in Washington yesterday, but it didn't

|
0 got to us before wa left.

9 MR. BARTH: Staff received it six minutes ago,

10 Your Honor.

|11 MR. CONNOR: Your Honor, we did receive it

|
12 | yesterday, and we certainly object to taking it now before

13 anybody has read it. It's a rather absurdnotion inasmuch
)v :4 as the board has alredy ruled on the same motion previously

13 filed by the City of Cincinnati last June.
.

16 So this bocrd is under instruction from the

17 Commission to go forward with any and all of these proceedings

30 to the extent it can, and that is exactly what this board is
|

19 j doing.

20 Now, the beard ruled on this motion, a similar

] motion several months ago, and to repeat it now is almost21

22 frivolous.

('
23 , So I don't think it would require any consideration

!
#

'

24 by the board to disaiss it out of hand.

es ; If the board thinks otherwise, we of course would
t.

-

o
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dsp4 I want to file a response to it as provided for by the

2 rules, in writing in the timo provided, because, as I say,
k_ )

3 we just got it yesterday, and other people apparently got .

(' 4 it with even less notice.
S CEAIRMAN BECEHOEFER: Let me.ask: would the

3, Itemeny commission report constitute a type of new information

which might warrant a change from our earlier ruling?7

9 MR. CONNOR: Information? No, sir. Opinions,

9 perhaps, but I don't recall any new information.

10 Certainly, what is in this motion has nothing

11| to do with the power of the Commission in any way. This
i

12 ' is something Congrecs might or might not do. The Act of

13 ' Congress provides that the Atomic Energy -- under the
P
'i|

14 i Atomic Energy Act, the commission shall go forward with
|

15} licensing all persons who meet the requirements of the
.

16 law and regulations.

|
;7| And the Commission reiterated that in the Federal

t

18 Register notice last week, which I assume you did see..

19 CHAIRMAN BSCHHOEFER:- Yes, I'm aware of it. I

gg was going to ask you about that also.

q7 MR. CONNOR: The Commission said go forward; I,

.

22 don't see that the board has any discretion in the matter.
- (- ~

, 23 MR. FELDAN: I would like to resond, if this is
.

- 24 an appropriate time.

,5 I think the motion shoulu be granted for several
l !

i
,- ,
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dsp5 1 reasons: I think that, first of all -- I think all our

2
{ ~' lives in this area d2 pond upon it; maybe not Mr. Connor.

3 He's not from Cincinnati.
t

h 4 MR. CONNG: Your Honor, may I ask --

5 MR. FELDMAN: I think there are very few

t ings that have come out of the Commission to show that6 h

7 the licensing procedures are adequate to provide for the

8 safety of peoplo living around nuclear plants, and we feel

9 we have to wait until something new comes up to proceed.

10 Then at that time we will have -- be bettter

11 equipped to present our case because perhaps under a new

12 Commission, should it be established, perhaps intervenors

13 will be given funding so we can adequately put on our case

y because I think that intervonors in these things that

33 are really concerned about stopping nuclear power and providin 7
.

;,3 safety.

17 And I think the applicants and even the NRC is

- jg more concerned about getting on with it and building the

39 things regardless of safety.

20 I think it's very important that this motion be'

21 granted at this time, particularly in this instance when'

.g3 va do have quite a bit to say about the fire hazards and

b
23 we have been unable'to pay for expert witnesses to come

hero because we just don't have the money.g,

And I know that the NRC and the applicants haveg ,

,
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0 ,6 1 no problems in that area, and we do.
,

( 2 And JC think that under a new Commission, maybe that

3 would be addressed, cnd we can adequately put on our case.
-

4 MR. CONNOR: Your Honor, wo do object to this

5 speech arguing this notion which no one has yet seen because

6 it's not properly before the board.

7 We further object on the grounds of Dr. Hooper not

a being here. This is transgressing upon evidentiary

9 hearing tima, and this being a procedural motion, it should

10 not be allowed to wasto valuable time for consideration of

11 evidence.

12 And I submit that we go forward with the

13 evidentiary proceeding.
.

14 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Let the record shcw that

jg Dr. Hooper just arrived.
,,

;3 (Board conferring.)

37 MR. BAF.TH: Mr. Bechhoefer, may I just make a

to comment?

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes. Yes, I was going to19
-

,

i
"

20 ask to hear from the staff.

21 MR. BAF.TH: I concur with what Mr. Connor

22 said regarding the Commission's position; the Commission

has made it quito clear that it should continue with23 j

|
24 licensing proceedings. And to call this hearing off upon,

25 this motion, which really is frivolous, seems incredible. ,

,

100 10B
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dsp7 1 I'm well aware of the report of the President's

- 2 Commission on the accident at Three Mile Island. It has

(J
3 no bearing on the adequacy of Kaowool to protect these

{ cabic trays, which is the issue now before you.4

5 And the coment that we have had a lot to say about

6 the fire hazards is a frivolous statoment, considering we

7 have had nothing to say about the fire hazards except the

S testimony that Kaowool will burn.

9 I think the motion should be dismissed cut of

10 hand and we can get on to something more serious, sir.'

i'
11 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Did the -- Mr. Feldman,

12 did the Kemeny Comission report have anything to say about
t

13 whether the licensing -- licensing, as distinguished from*

enforcement functions, should be restructured.' ''
1.t

'

15 It was my impression that the restructuring did

1G notlasically affect the licensing function.'

'

MR. FELDMAU: I thought --37

CHAIRMAN DECHHOEFER: In fact, it was my impression18

A that the decisions of boards or presiding officers reviewedjg,

! by the appeal board would become final decisions under the20

! structure that the Comr.tission recommends.21

| MR. FELDMAN: Well, it was my impression that the, , ,

licensing procedure is also part of the question, and I23
,

'
think there is nothing in there about Kaowool in the24

Kemeny Commission report.,,

'~
>

i 6 0
' b'

4
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dsp8 1 Dut I think if the NRC were restructured, it

. 2 might hcve an effect on how we could present our case and

3 the ability of intervenors to adequately present their

(~'r. 4 case.

5 And I of course want to present the best case that

G I can, and I think wo are being hindered in that regard;

7 or maybe if we proceed nou and then later something comes

8 up that coul d. have had a bearing on that --

3 (Board conferring.)

10 MR. WOLIVER: I might mention that I did receive

11 a copy of the motion late last week by ordinary mail, so

12 I'm not sure -- there may or may not have been service

13 problems.

'- [4 sut I would concur in what Mr. Feldman has

tg stated co far.
.

10 In addition, there is a problem, not only with

jy the President's Commission's report, but also we've been

10 hearing reports of statements made to various Congressional

19 committees. It does hinder our ability to prepare for

20 this hearing and future ones, since it is going to involve

21 hiring -- obtaining uitnesses and preparing them.
i

22 We don't have any idea what the time frame is.as

-'

23 i far as future hearings and future issues in this proceeding.
|

24| It may be si:t months. It may be as long as two years.
:
!

73 That apparently reflects the statement of the NRC to
I

i<i30 '10 -
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1

, various Congressional committees.() 2
,

; And so we are hindered in preparing this matter.
3 1

We don't know right now whether we should bring in experts
-

or whether we're in a situation where we're talking about
5

tuo years from now, and gnite frankly hiring experts now,
S

if we hcve the funds -- assuming we have the funds -- would
7

he quite wasted if we're talking about a potential delay,
3

as long as has been suggested by the NRC.
9

So there are serious difficulties in preparing
10

this as we foresce now, and I feel that we're in a sense of
11

limbo.
'

12

There should be some qualification sometthere.
13

~

CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Does the City of Cincinnati
14

have anything to say?
13.

MR. LEWIS: No don't have anything to add to the
1G

arguments, Mr. Chairman; we would support the motion and
17

support the arguments raised by Mr. Feldman and Mr. Woliver.
10*I

(Board conferring.)
19

MR. BARTH:
I

Mr. Chairman, I ask your indulgence toi

i

20 y
J make one further reply. The contention is fire insulation i

ai
materiale was inadequate. Counsel for intervenors on page

L 1G5 says that Kacwool burns. That is their affirmative
23

allegation.

24
Kemony hasn't got a blessed thing to do with this;

y s*

"#
I suggest that we get on to Raowcol and get this thing -

11$0 iii
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dsp10 1 moving.
,

{i This is a motion filed, obviously, for delay.E
,

3 Although the Federal Rules of Civil _ Procedure do not bind us,
r .

rule 11 specifically prohibits ach motions.( 4

5 I suggest that we got on with this matter,
S Kem3ny or no Kemeny, President or no President.

7 CHAIRMAN B2CHHOEFER: To your knowledge, was there

3[ anything in the Kemeny report that said th'at the structure
I

'3 | the Commission has beencusing to reach decision in

to licensing cases, as distinguished from enforcement cases or

11 emergoney situations - is there anything there which would

12 suggest that this struc, ben.ie ac Tbnger appropriate or

13 chould not be folleved?

;f. i Is thic -- does that Commission make any
1

15! recommendations with respect to the licensing framework,
.

;G other than perhaps removing the fivo commissioners from the

17f line of decision ?

10 MR..BARTH: Sir, you ask a question: nay I point

gg out that the court of appeals heru in Ohio in U. S. versus

20 Snith, 215 FD 217 strongly states flatly that the burden of

21 proof is on the parties serving the primary initintive. I

22 suggest you ask the intervenors to point out where in the
C

23 report the Commission says so. I have a copy for them to

2c | do so, if they can do so.
( I

25 ' Let them affirmatively show that the Kemeny i

.

100 112
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!
I dspil 1 Commission would raise a different result.

| {\
Z CHAIRMAN SECHHOEFER: Are you aware of anything

3 that the. Commission said that casts doubt on this type of

4 proceeding?
,

5 MR. FELDMAN: I'm not pesonally aware of -- I'm -

6 I've not had an opportunity to read the report, but there

7 is semeene in I:he organization who has, and if I could make-

8 a phonecall right nov, I.migTtt be able to come up with this

9 'in five minuten or something.

'

10 Ve may'not be home, but I could go give him a call

1I right new.
.,

12 Otherwise, I don't have anything to add right now.

13 MR. CONNOR: Mr. Chairman, I mean, can't we get

14 on with this? I mean, that is ridiculous to stand up here

andhavetheadvocateofamotiontosayheha$n'tdone15
.

10 his homework; maybe if he can maki a phohe 'd 11 he can

17 answer the question.

10 We certainly should go on with the evidentiary

;g hearing, and =aybe if he does his homework, he will be able

20 to file a motion which should be considered.

21 But certainly it should not be allowed to

22 incerfore wit:h the intronuction of evidence. Can't we go,

k
23 forward?

P

24 (Board conferring.)

25 CHAIRMAN BUCHHOEFER: The board has decided -- f

*

.,
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dsp12 1 MR. FELDMAN: Your Honor, there is something -- I

2 don't have a citation on it, which is what I was thinking

(,I '

3 before, but one of the quotes we have in our memorandum of~

.
4 support is that it says that two of the most important

5 activities of the NRC are its licensing functions and

6 its inspection and enforcement activities.

7 And we have found serious inadequacies in both. I

B think this is from the sport. I don't have a citation on

9 it, but I think that is from the report.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Well, the board has decided

11 to deny this motion. I'm not aware of anything in the

12 report -- and I have read it and studied it with this in

13 mind -- but I am not aware of anything that would even

v 14 recomend any changes in the licensing structure, other

than rem
13 oving the Comissioners from the line of decision.

I reali::e there are 1:ecommendations which could"

1c

17 bear upon financial assistance, but we think that the

two Federal Register statements that the Commission has filed18

gg require us to proceed with such issues such as are not

20 affected by Three Mile Island.

and later on, when new commission standards come
21

22 out, they may require us to consider the Three Mile

b Island issues.23

As I understand, we've been asked to make various
24

recommandations concerning the issues relating to Three Mile
25

o
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; dspl3 1 Island to the Commission itself.
2

h And the Commission itself will have to decide if
,

''

3 licenses shadd be is.3ued, and we're not authorized to make
4{^ such a ruling at thi:s stage. So that -- well, we have been

5 told by the Commission to continue proceedings such as this
6 to the extent -- at least to the extent that Three Mile
7 Island issues are not involved.
8 So on that basis, the motion will be denied.

end dsp2 9

10

11

12

13

4--
34

13

) l)?)016

17 I

la

1D I
|

*

20

21

22
(
'-

23

24 s

25
I

i
.
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2MADELON I I guess we will lead off now with the Staff panel.
ilws david

2p mpbl MR. BARTH: Thank you, Your Honor.
.

.
. .

| 3 At this time we would lead off now with the Staff
i

4[ panel.
I

5 At this time we would call to the stand Mr.
,

6. i

Gregory Harrison, Mr Bert M. Cohn, and Mr. Robert D. Barnes.

7 Gentlemen, there are three seats in the witness

0 box', if you will take those seats'.

i

9' They hava not been previously sworn, Your Honor.

10. I request that you swear the witnesses.

11 MR. CONNOR: While they're getting into the box,

12 Mr. Chairman,'I might note since we're going out of order

13 , that as soon as it is our turn we will offer Revisions 13 and
|-

14 14 to the Fire Protschion Report as our evidence. And that
'

15 is so that that reference in the record will be clear.
.

1G | CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: None of those witnesses
|-

17 have been sworn, have they?I

l -

gg MR. BARTH: They have not, Your Honor.,

19 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Yes.
**".

20. Whereupon,

21- GREGORY A. HARRISON,
t
122, BERT M COHN

~

and23.i

24 ROBERT D. BARNES 8

!.-

,

'l
23 ja were called to the stand as witnesses on behalf of the

y I
.i

. .d. -

Ii 1 00 116 i!
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| mpb2 Regulatory Commissica Staff, and, having been first duly swor1I
,

2
) were examined and ttstified as follows:

3- DIRECT EXAMINATION
I

{ 4j' BY HR. BARTH:

5 Q For the purpose of the Reporter would you please

6.j
.

identify yourselvos?
i

7
~

A (Witness Harrison) I'm Gregory Harrison with the
:

8I
'

NRC.

9 A (Witness Barnes) I'm Robert Barnes with Gage-

10| Babcock & Associates.

11 A (Witness Cohn) I'm Bert Cohn with Gage-Babcock

12 & Associates.

13 Q N.r. Harrison, I hand you a document.

14 (Handing document to the panel.)

15 If you will, please identify it for.the record,
.

16 sir, and by doing so will you read titles which might be
I

17 i important or meaningful, so that when we read the present
|

10 j transcript we will have a record of what the doctrnent ist in

|
19 ?, your hand?

!I
20 A (Witnoss Harrison) Well, the first documene is

f! dircct testimony of myself, Bart Cohn and Robert Barnes21

d
'

22 Rogarding Contention No.17, Kaowool As A Fire Barrier For
(

~

23 Cablo Trays. Attached to this document are pages from the

24 SER, Fire Protection, Supplement number one.

P.5 And the second major document'here is a copy of'.
I

'

1430 117'
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Impb3 the Kacwoc.1 test run at Portland Cement Association.
, 2 O Sir, war this testimony prepared by you, Mr.

3[ Cohn and Mr. Barnes for presentation at this hearing? -

4|'
'

i A Yes, it was.
,

.

5i O Is it not true that on the top of page 4 of the

6 testimony that the paragraph beginning "I have been employed. . ."
7|,

and ending "(1976-77)" actually should belong in Mr. Barnes's

8 statement of professional qualifications and is misplaced?

9 A That's correct.
:

10 0 Are there any other errors of substance, outside

11 of the fact that Er. Borgmann's name is misspelled in the
- 12 testimony?

13 A I won't vouch for any typing errors, but the

"
14 substance is correct.

15 O Is the statement concerning your professional
.

16 qualifications and the statements written by you in the

17 , testimony true and correct to the best -f your knowledge

18 and ability, sir?

19 A Yes.

20 | 0 Mr. Barnes, will you please take the same docu-
!

21 cent that I gave to Mr. Harrison?

22 And does this statement of your professional
(

23 qualifications, as corrected by transposing ths paragraph"

24 at the ':op of pago 4, true and corre ct?

25 A (Witness Barnes) Yes, it is. '

,

.
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Impb4 Q Are the statements contained in the written

2 testimony with your name and Mr. Harrison's and Mr. Cohn's

I3 true and correct to the be,st of your knowledge and abilit.y,
4 sir?

5 g yes,

6' Q Mr. Cohn, would you please take the document
k

7 that I have handed to Mr. Harrison and Mr. Harrison has*

G handed to Mr. Barnes and examine it, sir?

9 A (Witness Cohn) Yes, I have.

10 Q Does the statra::ent contain a true and correct

11 statement of your professional qualifications?
2

12 A Yes.

13 Q Are the statements contained therein to the

'

14 beat of your knowledge and professional ability true and

15 correct regarding the acceptability of Kaowool, sir?
',.... -

.

1. G- A Yes, they are.
. I

!
~ '

O I refer you, sir, to the letter which is attached17 -
.

Il
ta i from Gage-Babcock signed by you to Mr. Harrison, dated June

19 12r 1979.

20 Did you writo that letter, sir?
,

21 A Yes, I did.
'
,

22,i Q Are the attachments to that letter attached to
,

( '

~23/ ,, your original letter?

24 A No, they were submitted separately.
i

25. j Q Those at:achments, axe they true and correct to

\ i r

1/30 119
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Impb'S the best of your knowledge and ability, sir?

2 A Yes, they are.
k . ,'

3|' ,

Q I understand - Is it true that you witnessed
!

4 t.he fire protective cable tray test fire which was conducted

5. j by the Construction Technology Laboratories of Portland
)

6 '| Cement Association, sir?

I

7j A Yes, sir.
't

8 O Have you examined that report?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Is the report prepared by Melvin S. Abrams, is

11 that correct, sir?

12- A Yes.

13 Q Are the statements contained in that report true
.

14 and correct to the best of your knowledge and ability?

15 A Yes, sir.

~

16 Q As a critical matter, let me ask you, Mr.

17 Harrison, does Kaowcol provide an acceptable fire barrier for

the ' inmar facility?d18

19 A (Witness Harrison) Yes.

20 j. Q Mr. Barnes, do you concur with the statement?

21 A (Witness Barnes) Yes, I do.

.22 Q Mr. cohn?

5'

23 A (Witness Cohn) Yes,

y Q The Board has inquired and other people have
-

25 | inquired as to whera does the - I withdraw the question.
' I

,
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,

| mpb6 MR. BARTH: Mr. Chairman, at this time I requestI

2 that tha direct testimony of Gregory A. Harrison, Bert M.

3, Cohn, and Robert D. Barnes, with attachments, be admitted as
i

4{ evidenca in this proceeding.

5 I have provided the Reporter with 30 copies, and

6
; I request that the <'ocument be bound in the record as though

7 read at length.

8 The gentlemen have affirmed the document and the

9 contents thereof.

10 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: I'd like to make an inquiry

11 -- two inquiries, first.

12 Someone mentioned that somebody's name was mis-

13 spelled, and for the purpose of the record, whose name was
~

14 that and what should the spelling be?

15 MR. BARTH: Sir, on page 9 of the written tasti-
.

16 mony, on the 15th line, the fifth word should be B-o-r-g-m-a-r. ,

17 instead of B-e-r-g-m-a-n.

1;) Mr. Borgman is the vice president of Cincinnati

i Gas & Electric. And I'm surprised the parties don't know how19

20 to spell his name correctly.

21 And I've just been informed there are two n's on

that word too,22p
b i

23 | (Laughter. )
!

2a CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: My other question ist

25 , Is the copy of the test itself, which is an
i I

| ,
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Impb7 attacirnent to the testimony that you forwarded to us, is that

p$rt of what pu're introducing in the record at this stage?2

3 Ife don't really want it in twice.

4 MR. BARTH: We want to introduce the direct testi-

5 mony cf Gregory A. Harrison, Bert M. Cohen and Robert D.

S Barnes and the attach =ents. The attachments consist of a ,

7 | letter from Bert M. Cohn, dated Juno 12, 1979, to Gregory

6 Harrison, the page called Fire Test Thermet.ouple Locations,

9 a page entitled Cross-Reference, CG&B Cable Tray Fire Test,

10 and the report entitled Fire Protective Cable Tray Fire Test,

11 which was prepared by Malvin S. Abrams of Construction

12 Technology Laboratories in June 1979.

13 I would point out for the edification of those

(
14 that the Staff's acceptance of Kaowool is predicated upon

15 the test uhich is reported by'Mr. Orams.
"

16 In addition, sir, there are two pages from the

17 proposed SER Supplement number one for the Zimmer facility.

la Tne first page is -- the first line says "E. Plant Areas

19 Containing Redundant Divisions", and the second page, the

20 first lino is ' Electrical Drawing, FHA Drawing, Elevation,

21 Area, Division" on the first line.

22 , These are the documents which consist of the
|

'!

k
23 || Staff's Direct case. All of these documents wero served on

I2') j the Board and all parties. I provided the Repor r with 30
i
'

( copios of these.25
i.

o
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Impb8 The entire series of papers constitute the

2 direct testimony of these gentlemen. They have affirmed the
-

t t :,

3| truth and'~ correctness of this. This is the Staff's direct!
,

4{ cace.

|5 Again I reiterate: Thase documents have all
G been served on all parties, sir.

7 CHAIRMAN BECHHOEFER: Is thers any objection'to

8 the admission of this testimony, including the attachments
9 as outlined?

10 MS. FICHTER: No objection.
,

11 MR. FELDMAN: No objection, Your Honorg
12 CHAIR &iN BECHEOEFER: Without objection, the

15 testimony will be entered into the record as if read.
14 (The documents referred to follow:)
15

"

16

17

/ 10

}f)0 \L.19

20|
i

21

._

22

(' 23 I
-

!
I24

/ ,

25 1
! '

-
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October 30, 1979

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
'

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of

CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-358
)

(Wm. H. Zimmer Nuclear Power Plant) )

Direct Testimony of Gregory A. Harrison
Bert M. Cohn, and Robert D. Barnes

Regarding Contention No. 17, Kaowool

As A Fire Barrier For Cable Trays

Gregory A. Harrison hereby states as follows:

I am employed as a Fire Protection Engineer in the Auxiliary Systems

Branch, Division of Systems Safety, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

Bethesda, Maryland. My educational and professional qualifications are

set forth immediately below:
~

Education .

'

B.S. Fire Protection Engineering, University of Maryland 1966; M.S. Civil

Engineering, University of Maryland 1970; and M.S. Engineering Adnini-

stration, George Washington 1979 I have received a certificate from Oak

Ridge University covering the Radiation Safety Training Program. In
.

.
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/

addition, I hold professional engineering registrations in California and

Maryland in fire protection and civil engineering. I belong to the Society ofe

Fire Protection Engineers, the National Fire Protection Association and have

authored numerous publications.

Experience

I joined the USNRC in August,1977 as a fire protection engineer. In this

capacity I have performed inspections of power reactors during the con-

struction stage to ascertain conformity with' fire protection criteria, including

the Zimmer facility; evaluated the adequacy of licensees' fire protection programs

and its relation to the safety of operations. Finally, I have prepared fire

protection sections of the Staff's safety evaluations, for both BWR and PWR

plants including the Zimer facility, the appropriate pages of which are attached

hereto and made a part of this testimony.

Prior to joining the Comission I worked two years for the Arabian American

Oil Company (ARAMCO) in Dhahran, Saudi Arabia. I held the position of Chief.

Fire Protection Engineer for the Facilities Engineering Division.

.

From January,1973, to July,1975. I worked for the National Bureau of

Standards in Gaithersburg, Maryland as fire protection engineer in fire

research testing.

From July,1969, to January,1973, I erked as a general engineer with

the Naval Ship Engineering Center, Washington, D.C.

From May,1967, to July,1969, I worked as a fire protection engineer for

NASA at Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland,

\ UC \25
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Bert M. Cohn hereby states as follows:

I am a consulting engineer specializing in fire protection and safety, building

code analysis, and physical security by Gage-Babcock & Associates (GBA),135

Addison Ave., Elmhurst, Illinois, where I hold the positions of Senior Vice

President and Treasurer. GBA is a consulting firm specializing in fire testing

and fire protection. GBA is under contract with the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission to provide technical assistance for nuclear power plant fire protection

program reviews and evaluations. GBA has been providing fire protection

consulting services and technical assistance to NRC since 1976. I have been

the project director for a major portion of this work.

Robert D. Barnes of GBA who works under my direct supervision is the project

engineer for the Zimmer Nuclear Power Station.

Education and Experience of Bert M. Cohn
.

I have a B.S. in Fire Protection and Safety Engineering, Illinois Institute
A

of Technology, 1952 and auRegistered Professional Engineer in Illinois, New
4

Jersey, New York, Virginia, and Alabama. I am a Certified Protection Professional

(American Society for Industrial Security) and Certified Fallout Shelter

Analyst (Federal Emergency Management Agency).

.
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I have been employed by Gage-Babcock & Associates since 1977 as Senior tngineer

and fire protection and safety consultant. My major activities have been in the

area of (1) life safety code compliance surveys of institutional properties,

(2) design of fire detection systems, (3) municipal fire department evaluations,

and (4) nuclear power plant fire protection program reivew and evaluation. Prior

thereto I was employed by Insurance Services Office, Wisconsin (1969-75), National

Fire P otection Association, Boston (1975), Insurance Company of North America,

Midwest Region (1975-76), and Veterans Administration, Wood, Wisc. (1976-77).

I am a member of Society of Fire Protection Engineers, American Society of Safety

Engineers, American Society for Industrial Security, and ANvican Society for

Testing and Materials; Chairman of subcomittee on Combustibility standards,

ASTM Comittee E5 on Fire Standards; Member of Record Protection and Firesafety

Symbols committees, National Fire Protection Association; end Chairman of

' Board of Fire and Police Comissioners, City of Elmhurst, Illinois.

I have lectured at college and professional symposia and have been a frequent

speaker at professional society meetings and conferences, and authored numerous

articles and reports.

I have been employed by Gage-Babcock & Associates since 1957; its vice president

since 1963 and treasurer since 1968. I have participated in and directed

hundreds of projects, including design and specification of detection, alann and

\ 00 \21
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fire extinguishing systems; risk analysis studies in industrial and institutional

properties; loss investigations of equipment failures, fires and explosions;

systems analysis fcr code trade-offs and equivalencies; and research and testing.

Prior to being employed by GBA I was employed by the U.S. Army Forces Far East

in Japan and Korea as chief of fire protection sections (1955-57) and served

in the U.S. Army in fire protection engineering positions at the Anny Engineer

Research & Development Laboratories and Army Forces Far East headquarters

(1953-55).

Robert D. Barnes hereby states as follows:

Education and Experience

I have a B.S. in Fire Protection Engineering, Illinois Institute of Technology,

1969. Registered Professional Engineer in Wisconsin. I am a member of the

Society of Fire Protection Engineers. I have been employed by GBA as a fire

protection engineer since 1976 specializing in reviewing fire hazard and fire

protection programs for nuclear power plants. I work under the direct supervision

of Bert M. Cohn, Prior to being employed by GBA I worked in fire protection

analysis for several insurance companies. I have witnessed tests of Kaowool and

am familirr with its fire resistant properties.

The Miami Valley P0wer Project has raised Contention 17, regarding fire protection,

which is set forth at length below.
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Contention 17
?

Fire insulation material which is being used to
protect the cables in the cable trays from fire is
inadequate to protect the cables in light of the
cable tray installation design and cable tray load.
The tests of the fire insulation material were
improperly performed in that conditions which
will exist during operation were not adequately
simulated.

.

This matter is addressed in the fire protection section of the Staff's Supple-

ment No.1 to the Safety Evaluation, the two pertinent pages of which are

attached hereto and made a part of this testimony. In further amplification

of the protective value of Kaowool we state as follows.

Mr. Cohn and Mr. Barnes are associated with Gage-Babcock & Associates, Inc.

and act as consultants to the NRC in the evaluation of fire protection

programs for nucl ear power plants. Messrs. Robert D. Barnes and Bert

Cohn have participated in the NRC review and evaluation of the adequacy

of fire safety measures to be incorporated in the Zimmer Nuclear Power

Station including measures to protect electrical cables and cable trays.

This work was done for and in close cooperation with the staff of Division

of Systems Safety, NRC and in particular with Mr. Greg Harrison of the

NRC. Using NRC guidelines (BTP 9.5-1) and nationally recognized fire

protection standards, Mr. Barnes and Mr. Harrison reviewed the fire pro-

tection evaluation report submitted by the applicant for the Zimmer plant,

provided comments, questions, and evaluctions as to the adequacy of the

fire protection features and tests, and performed an on-site, 3-day
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survey at Zimmer, attanded meetings with the applicant to resolve

differences as to the need for protective measures. Mr. Cohn's involve-

ment with Zimmer was periodically to review the progress of Mr. Barnes'

review and assist in resolving technical issues. In addition, Mr. Cohn

witnessed, at the request of the NRC, the test of Kaowool as fire protec-

tive insulating material on cable trays by Portland Cement Association

at their Construction Technology Laboratories on June 6,1979, a copy of

which is appended to this testimony. This report was written by fielvin

S. Abrams. All of us, Messrs. Cohn, Barnes, and Harrison recognize

W. Abrams as an acknowledged expert in the testing of fire resistant

materials. The test procedures, equipment, and results are, based on

our professiona knowledge and expertise, accurately set forth in the

report authored by Mr. Abrams. We fully concur in the conclusions reached

by Mr. Abrams that the Kaowool material and the design tested offers a

1-1/2 fire resistant rating for cable trays.

Our principal concern in the review and evaluation process is to assist

the NRC to assure that an adequate level of fire protection is provided

in areas where wiring and equipment serve safety equipment and could be

subject to damage from a single fire incident. In the situation of cable

trays, the location of each tray to the other, the location of trays

within the space, the separation between redundant divisions, the

presence of materials and equipment creating a fire exposure, the acces-

sibility of the space for firefighting, the presence of fire detection

and fire suppression equipment, and other factors are considered in

establishing whether additional protective measures, such as fire

barriers or insulation are required, and if so, what those additional
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protective measures should be. These determinations are made

based upon our expertise in this situation. Both Messrs Barnes and'

Harrison have inspected the Zimmer facility.

For Zimmer, Barnes determined, with Mr. Harrison concurring, that there

were several areas requiring additional measures of protection. The

applicant has agreed to the installation of fire barriers, protective

insulation, automatic sprinklers, or' combinati.ons thereof in those

places recommended by Barnes and Harrison for additional protection.

The applicant proposed to use Kaowool as a protective insulation

material upon cable trays and conducted tests to show its adequacy for

the purpose (Revision 12 to Zimmer Fire Protection Evaluation Report).

Both Mr. Cohn and Mr. Barnes recommended to the NRC staff that these

tests be rejected because they did not simulate standard ASTM E119 fire

test conditions. In a memo to the Zimmer proj .ct manager dated April 19,

1979, from Stoltz to Bergman, the NRC staff stated that all fire tests

todate submitted by Zimmer did not support a 1-1/2 hour fire rating and,

hence, an open item existed (see staff legal filing 5/7/79).

An additional test was then scheduled by Zimer, at the request of the

NRC, to be conducted under standard test conditions, using the ASTM

E119 procedures, at PM Laboratories. Mr. Cohn reviewed the test pro-

cedures and equipment prior to the test and was satisfied that the test.

would represent at least as severe a condition as could reasonably be

envisioned under actual use conditions in the Zimmer facility. PCA

Laboratories and its manager of the fire research section (Mr. Abrams)

are known by us to be experts, thoroughly familiar with standard fire
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test procedures and able to conduct such tests impartially and objec-

tively. This test, using four fully loaded cable trays, each indivi-
,

dually wrapped with Kaowool insulation, was conducted on June 6,1979.

Every few minutes during the test, Mr. Cohn checked the temperature

recorders and observed the test specimens in the furnace for indications

of premature failure. There were none. The protected trays successfully

resisted the effects of the exposure fire for a period of not less then

90 min. This test is described in the report by Melvin S. Abrams, entitled

" Fire Protective Cable Tray Fire Test," dated June,1979, copy' attached

hereto. Mr. Cohn subsequently submitted his approval to the NRC via a

letter " Fire Test of Cable Trays,'Zimmer Nuclear Power Station,"- dated

12 June 1979. Although the cables did not carry full electrical loads,

which would liberate some heat internally to the trays, we know that this

parameter is not a major one because the issue involves an external fire

exposure. The degree to which energized cables could hasten a test failure

is well within the range of the normal variances one could expect from

tests of this nature and, hence, externally minimal, e.g. a few minutes.

We are familiar with the fire test conducted under the auspices of Sandia

Laboratories at Underwriters Laboratories on September 15, 1978, reported

in NUREG/CR-0596, A Preliminary Report on Fire Protection. This test was

to demonstrate the effectiveness of Kaowool and automatic sprinklers

in protecting cables in vertical cable trays. We assisted in developing

some of the criteria for this test. The fuel, 2 gal . of a flammable
.

liquid (heptane), was poured on the floor, and some of it seeped under

and through the Kaowool which was wrapped around the vertical cable tray.
l

.
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Because of this, some of the heptane burned within and inside the Kaowool

blanket and damaged some of the electrical cables. The Kaowool is totally

noncombustible [ composed primarily of silica and alumina compounds (SiO
2

and Al 0 )], cannot burn, and did not contribute to the fire. The effective-23 ,

ness of this material as a fire protective insulation was not challenged

by this test, and it did not fail . An adhesive material and a simple curb |
or sheet metal shield around the base of the insulating material would have

prevented the liquid from seeping under ano into the insulation. The

applicant has agreed to provide curbs or shields and an adhesive coating

wherever this situation exists at Zimmer.

The fire protection Section IV SER Supplement No.1 (copy attached hereto)

for Zimmer states that the PCA fire test conclusively demonstrates the

adequacy of the Kaowool design and that Kaowcol is acceptable as a fire

barrier. All of us signing this testimony concur with that conclusion.

We -further conclude that a 1 inch layer of Kaowool wrapped around a cable

tray will provide a 30-minute effective fire resistant barrier, a 2 inch

will provide a 60-minute barrier, a 3 inch will provide a 90-minute

barrier. By an effective barrier, we mean that the cat is contained in

\ Go \ 35-
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the tray will be able to perfom their function without failure for

the quoted time period."

Gregory A. Harrison

Bert M. Cohn

Robert D. Barnes

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland,
this 30th day of October,1979.
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SER Supp. No.1 - Zininer Facility
,

.E. Plant Areas Containino Redundant Divisions- ,

A number of plant areas have physical arrangements wherein redundant

divisions of cables / conduits and equipment are in close proximity

to each other and, therefom, could be vulnerable to a single,

transient fire event. Originally, the applicant was relying solely

on administrative controls to preclude a fire event from taking

place in affected areas. Based on experience, administrative controls

alone are not sufficient to prevent storage of combustibles, occurrence

of all ignition sources, etc. We requested, and the appiteant agreed

in revision 13, to provide 1-1/2 hour. fire . .

rated barriers for one of the divisions. This additional measure

will serve as the equivalent of adequate physical separation. Areas

that come under this considerati,on are as follows:

- - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _ __

Elec. Own.f FHA Dwo.# Elev. Area . Div.
.

202 14 473'5" Off-Gas I,II,III

211 13 503'6" ReactorBldg(N/W) I,II
.

211 13 503'6" Reactor Bldg (S/W) I,III

212(+232) 13 496'0" I,II,III

221 11 525'7" Reactor Bldg (N/E) I,II
,

222 11 525'7" Reactor Bldg (N/W) I,II

222 11 525'7" Reactor Bldg (S/W) I,II

'
'

223 11 536'0" CSR I,II,III

223 11 521'0" Aux. Equip. Rm. I,II,III

224 11 525'7" Div. II Switchgear I,II,III

224 11 f25'7" Lift Truck Route I,II,III

\hb0 \
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SER Supp. No. 1 - Zimmer Facility
,

Elec. Dwn.# FRA Dwo.# El ev. Area Div.
-

.

.

232 12 51 0'6" Div. III Switchgcar I,II,III

234 10 546'0" Reactor Bldg (S/E) I,II

235 10 546'0" Reactor Bldg (S/W) I,II

237 10 546'0" Div. I S*itchgear . I,II

237 10 546'0" Heater Bay I .,II

240 15 567'5" HYAC dren. I,II-

~

241 15 570'6" Reactor Bldg I,II
'

244 593'6" Reactor B1dg (S/W) I,II

264 Various Hanholes I,II,III

.

At.our reauest, the acolicant agreed to perform

9 a fire test to vertfy the fire rating of the proposed 1-1/2 hour

fire barrier design. On June 6,1979, a fire test was performed by

the Portland Cement Association L'aboratories (.PCAL) Skokie Illinois. -
,

The fire test followed the ASTM E-119 test procedure in a beam fur-

nace and was sitnessed by a fire protection consultant to the NRC. The
'

- :
test results are contained in a report prepared by PCAL entitled,

" Fire Protective Cable Tray Fire Test" dated June,1979. The fire-

test. demonstrated conclusively that the proposed fire barrier design

is satisfactory and is, therefore, acceptable.

* We have reviewed the areas containing redundant divisions of equip-

ment and cable and conclude that with the modifications, the fire
'

protection medE A'ocendix A ta BTP 9.'5-1 and is, therefore, acceptable.
' '

-

.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,

~

'BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

/

In the Matter of ?
i

CINCINNATI GAS AND ELECTRIC h Docket No. 50-358
COMPANY, et al. J

J

(Wm. H. Zimer Nuclear Power )
Station, Unit No.1) ),

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE-

I hereby certify that copies of " Direct Testimony of Gregory A. Harrison, Bert M.
Cohn, and Robert D. Barnes Regarding Contention No.17, Kaowool As A Fire Barrier
For Cable Trays" and " Direct Testimony of Frederico A. Maura Regarding Metal
Chips in Control Rods" in the above-captioned proceedin'g have been served on
the following by deposit in the United States mail, first class, or, as indicated
by an asterisk by deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission internal mail
system, this 30th day of October,1979:

Charles Bechhoefer, Esq. , Chaiman* Leah S. Kosik, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing 3454 Cornell Place

Board Panel Cincinnati, Ohio 45220
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis'sion
Washington, D.C. 20555 W. Peter Heile, Esq.

Assistant City Solicitor
Dr. Frank F. Hooper Room 214, City Hall
School of Natural Resources Cincinnati, Ohio 45220
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109 Timothy S. Hogan, Jr., Chaiman

Board of Comissioners
Mr. Glenn 0. Bright * 50 Market Street
Atomic Safety and Licensing . Clennont County

Board Panel Batavia, Onio 45103
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 John D. Woliver, Esq.

Clermont County Conmunity Council
Troy B. Conner, Esq. Box 181
Conner, Moore and Corber Batavia, Ohio 45103
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

.
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William J. Moran, Esq. Atomic Safety and Licensing
General Counsel Aopeal Board *
Cincinnati Gas & Electric Company U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
P.O. Box 960 Washington, D. C. 20555
Cincinnati, Ohio 45201 -

Docketing and Service Section*
. Atomic Safety and Licensing Office of the Secretary

, Board Panel * U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
U.S. Nuclear Regtlatory Comission Washington, D. C. 20555
Washington, D. C. 20555

David Mart;a, Esq.
Office of the Attorney General
209 St. Clair Street
First Floor
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601

8

'Charles A. Barth
Counsel for NRC Staff
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TESTS OF KA0 WOOL AS

A FIRE PROTECTION fNSULATION ffATERIAL
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